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Bus shelter debate
not an issue with
most consumers

Minority numbers fall in 2003
0
Enrollment drop a
priority, says college
By Lisa Balde
Assistant News Editor
Minority undergraduate enrollment
rates dropped since last spring, but
were almost identical to those of last
semester, according to a report issued
by the Office of Planning and
Institutional Research.
African-American enrollment rates
for the spring semester constitute 16
percent of Columbia's population, as
opposed to the spring 2002 rates,
which were at 18 percent. Hispanic
and international undergraduate rates
also dropped from II percent last
spring to I0 percent this semester, and
from 4 percent last spring to 3 percent
this semester, respectively.
" It's a tremendous concern for the
school," said Mark Kelly, vice president of Student Affairs. "We cannot
allow this to conti nue."
Kelly said that, although these numbers have fallen, minority recruitment
continues to be a main priority for the
school, which he said remains the most
diverse arts school in the country.
Last semester, Columbia's Office of
Admissions created a 17-part plan to
aid this recruitment process. Written

Dean search
heats up
0
Third candidate comes to Columbia
for 'audition'
By Chris Coates
News Editor
The latest candidate vying for the position of dean of
the School of Media Arts named strong leadership and
knowledge of fund -raising as two strengths he offers to
Columbia.
Dr. Stuart Sigman, currently dean of the School of
Communication at Emerson College outside Boston, is
the third applicant to interview for the post.
Doreen Bartoni, the fourth candidate, is currently the
acting dean of the school, although the title is used loosely in some instances.
Letters congratulating students on pl acement into the
Fall 2002 Dean's List, for example, list Bartoni simply as
"dean."
The school has not had a permanent dean since the summer of 2000, after the college reconstructed its academic
programs.
According to a brief biography provided by the dean
search committee, Sigman received his Ph.D. from the
University of Pennsylvania and was a member of the editorial
board at Communication Theory
and
Communication Quarterly.
The provost refused to supply a copy of Sigman's
resume to the Chronicle.
At the hour-long discussion, held Feb. 24 in the Concert
Hall of the Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan Ave., Sigman
described Columbia as "a niche college" and suggested
incorporating technology into the curriculum.
One idea that Sigman said is being attempted at
Emerson is a "central content server," in which students

See DeM, Page 5

by Director of Admissions Murphy
Monroe, the plan included "direct"
recruitment and " media" recruitment
objectives to advertise Columbia's
services to local high schools' minority students.
According to the plan's outline, 25
percent of the college's total media
advertising budget was set aside for
recruitment, which Columbia's administration intended to use to advertise in
Exito, LaRaza and N' Digo, publications that cater to a diverse audience.
The Admissions Office still plans to
hire a director of minority recruitment,
a role that was proposed last semester
when the recruitment agenda was produced.
Last weekend, Columbia hosted its
ftrst-ever minority open house for new
students. According to Art Burton,
director of African-American Cultural
Affairs, the open house was put into
place to inform students of color of
Columbia's financial aid program, its
support services for minority students,
as well as its diverse level of classes.
Burton said that he hates to see an
enrollment drop like the one that
occurred this semester at any time.
"About 12 years ago, it was up near
40 percent ... but a lot of things factor
into that" he said.
Although undergraduate enrollment

See Enrollment, Page 3

Copy woes sweep across campus
0
'We'd be better off with a
mechanical bull,' says work aide.
By Jay Goldlust
Staff Writer
A rash of complaints from Columbia's department
offices is prompting an outcry for new, reliable copy
machines after a campuswide outfitting of the
machines three semesters ago. But, according to
some, the complaints have fallen upon deaf ears.
Columbia's Executive Vice President Bert Gall said
he was "not aware of the problem."
Prior to last year, Columbia contracted with two
copy machine vendors, Copier World Inc. and Oce.
At the beginning of the 200 I school year, all of the
18 Oce copy machines were traded in for various
refurbished Toshiba models bought from Copier
World Inc. Columbia has dealt with Copier World Inc.
for 18 years.
Columbia's current contract with Copier World Inc.
says each Toshiba machine must be purchased and the
school must pay about two cents for each page copied.
Depending on the model, the machines were purchased from about $ 1,500 to $3,000.
There are now about 70 various Toshiba copiers for
the department offices, all purchased from Copier
World Inc.
During the summer before the copier switch, a
questionnaire was issued to departments to find out
how they liked their Oce copiers. Departments that
were dissatisfied received Toshibas.
"The idea of buying the refurbished equipment for
the college is to save huge costs," said Corey Plazak,
production coordinator for the Creative and Printing
Services Department at Columbia. 'The copiers that
we deal with here are mainly convenience copiers for
departments, and to replace them with new copiers
would be a tremendo us expense.
"If we replace the 70 copiers that we have here, the
used ones, with new ones, that would be [about] $2
million. Where does it come from? It comes from
tuition, ultimately," Plazak said.
Creative and Printing Services is responsible for

"assessing what new departments there are; who
needs new copiers; whose copiers have reached the
end of their lives and need to be replaced and project
how many copiers and so forth," Plazak said.
Complaints to Creative and Printing Services about
department copiers are forwarded to Copier World
Inc. They then send out their own repairman. Some
departments with frequent problems have learned to
skip the middleman and call Copier World Inc. directly.
Repair usually comes within a few hours.
But, the first week of a semester can create frequent
copier problems. Copies made for syllabi and class
handouts push the machines to their limit. Plazak said
that once school starts, he gets 30 to 40 calls a day.
Departments dealing with heavy volume copying
due to higher enrollment find themselves calling in

.See Copy, Page 2
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Around Campus-------Orientation for Semester in
L.A. program kicks off
The Film and Video Department will be offering
open houses for those interested in attending
the Semester in L.A program in the summer and
fall. The orientation sessions begin on March 3
at 2 p.m. and 6 p.m., March 4 and 5 at 2 p.m.
and March 6 at 2 p.m. and 6 p.m. in Room 320,
1104 S. Michigan Ave. For more information,
visit www.filmatcolumbia.com.

Fiction Dept. seeks readers
for upcoming performance
The Fiction Writing Department presents their
"rookie" reading event on March 17 for fiction
writing students to perform their own, two-page
work in front of peers, family and faculty. The
12 p.m. event is in th e 11th floor faculty lounge,
624 S. Michigan Ave. For more information , call
(312) 344-7611 .

Interactive Multimedia
opens up workshops
Tutors from the Interactive Multimedia Program
are offering a series of workshops for Columbia
staff, faculty and students. The first event, at 6
p.m. on March 4, titled "Introduction to Sound
Forge" will be presented by Jessica Frumkin.

Studs Terkel scholarship
deadline approaches
Deadline for the Community Media Workshop's
Studs Terkel scholarship prize is March 17. The
award honors undergraduate and graduate students from Columbia who have created media
that showcases unique traits in regular people.
The material may be on film. tape or paper and
applicants need only take classes in television,
film, journalism or radio and have a nomination
from a faculty member. A committee from the
workshop, along with Terkel , selects the winner
and presents the scholarship at a March 26 ceremony. For more information, call (312) 3446400.

Screening Series honors
award-winning students
As part of the Film Department's Wednesday
Screening Series, a compilation reel of awardwinning films from the Student Academy Awards
will be presented in Room 302, 1104 S. Wabash
Ave. For more information, call (312) 344-6708.

Clarification:

DJ J-Jilla (center) and friend Jason Ferrell (left) perform at the Fusion's Annual Student Auction, held Feb. 28, in the
623 S. Wabash Ave. building.

Cartoonist offers readers wit, advice
0
Creator of syndicated 'Sylvia'
talks politics, moms and cats
By Michael Comstock
Staff Writer
Kicking off this spring's Art Talks series, syndicated
cartoonist Nicole Hollander spoke on Feb. 19 of politics,
felines and the inspiration behind her comic strip with a
group of Columbia students and faculty.
The strip, "Sylv ia," is syndicated in over 80 newspapers across the United States, including the Chicago
Tribune. The comic usually centers on the sarcastic
Sylvia, a character that Hollander said is based on her
mother's friends.
"I wanted to have someone who would be a model for
me, someone who was older than me at the time,"
Hollander said.
Hollander attended the University of Illinois at
Urbana Champaign before attending Boston University
for a master's degree in art.
" I didn't want to be a cartoon artist, I wanted to be a
great painter," she said.
In 1979, Hollander wrote a book- her first of 12titlcd / "min Training to be Tall and Blonde where Sylvia
made her first appearance.
"She wasn' t really the way she is now," Hollander
said. The comic strip began in 1980.
As an admirer of Garry Trudeau's "Doonesbury,"
Hollander said she tried to persuade the Universal Press
Syndicate to pick up her comic. When they didn't take

it, she turned to the Chicago Sun-Times, who began
publishing "Sylvia." U ltimately, Hollander became syndicated and eventually was published via the Tribune
Co.'s service.
At the Columbia event, in Room 203 in the 623 S.
Wabash Ave. building, Hollander showed sl ides of
"Sylvia" comics and her own personal photos that corresponded with each strip.
When showing what her mother wanted her to be, she
showed a picture of a young, busty blonde.
"This is what she got," Hollander said as she unveiled
'
a photo of herself.
Hollander showed other characters she created for her
comic, including one modeled after Martha Stewart.
Other than politics, many of her comics focus on cats.
"Cats have this beauty, but they have no expression,"
Hollander said. "To me, it's funny to give them emotions like humans. I make them selfish, yet channing at
the same time."
The event was peppered with jokes and slidesspawning chuckles from an audience of students and
faculty.
"She was very funny, down to earth, very sincere,"
said Haydee Franco, a Columbia art student.
"She's a great cartoonist, feminist and I think she is a
great inspiration to art students," said Debra Parr, professor of art and design and organizer of the Art Talks
series.
The series, which runs through May 7, features discussions with notable painters, sculptors and designers
from Chicago and across the nation. For more information on the free events, contact (3 12) 344-7192.

Copy
ConUnued from Front Page

In last week's issue of the Chronicle
(Feb. 24), in the story titled "Spring
enrollment lower than expected," we
reported that Columbia has the third
largest undergraduate student population in Illinois. The college has the
third largest undergraduate student
population for private colleges in the
state of Illinois. We apologize for any
confusion.
If you have an
upcoming event or
announcement, please call the Chronicle's
news desk at (312) 344-7255.
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MayFest moves to Grant Park
0
New name, new
venue, as urban arts
festival preps for spring

By Usa Skoczen
Staff Writer

artists. So far, the two scheduled
bands for the Grant Park event
are Antibalas, a dynamic
Afrobeat group and Yerba
Buena, a hip-hop Afro-Cuban
funk band.
"I'm anticipating that this
makes a huge impact on the college community and community
at large," said Carol Ann Brown,
director of student galleries and
one of the event's coord inators.
Aside from providing enter.tainment to the college and its
community, MayFest serves as
an important recruiting tool and
a vehicle to spread the word
about Columbia's offerings.
Each department will showcase at galleries and exhibition
spaces throughout the college
campus.
"This is a wonderful rite of
passage for our_senior and graduate students," Brown safd.
Students interested in partici-

paling in this year 's May Fest can
audition to be a street performer,
submit a demo to the open call
for musical performers, voluntee r as support staff, or join
Columbia's Student Organization
Council.
Some of the highlights of
ManiFest this year will be the
Artwalk, a campus wide tour
through the galleries and alternative art spaces and the Film and
Video Departm ent's screening of
outstanding s tudent films at the
Burnham Plaza Theater, 826 S.
Wabash Ave.
Other participants include
Hothouse; 35 E. Balbo Drive and
Powell's Books, 828 S. Wabash
Ave.

Billed as "Columbia's urban
arts festival," organ izers of this
year's MayFest note both a difference in name and in venue- a
change· that will move the event
from the heart of campus across
the s treet to Columbia's "front
yard."
The pinnacle event on May 22,
now known as ManiFest, aims to
showcase the varied works of
MayFest runs the entire month
Co lumbia students.
of May and is open to the public.
Formerly held in the parking
ManiFest is May 22 in Grant
lot on the southwest corner of
Park.
Harrison Street and Wabash
For more information contact
Avenue, the event included an
(312) 344-6651.
erected platform for musical
acts.
But this spring, that lot will be
home to a s ingle room occupancy housing construction site.
The
construction
forced
MayFest organizers to look e lsewhere- mainly across the street
from Columbia's Alexandroff
Campus Center on South
Michigan Avenue.
" It will be more festive in Grant
Park," said Liz Singer, coordinator for May Fest/ManiFest.
ManiFest will take place in the
small plot in Grant Park bordered by Harri son Street, South
M ichigan Avenue, Eig hth Street
and the Illinois Central Railroad
tracks. That event wi II feature
Heather Morrison/Chronicle
both the works of Columbia
musicians and national recording Planners for MayFest have moved the exhibition to Grant Park.

Simmons to raise cash for fund
0
Def Jam founder brings poets
to support scholarships

By Chris Papateodoru
Staff Writer
Columbia's African Heritage Celebrat ion culminates with an appeara nce by hip-hop mogul
Russell Simmons and a performance by his Def
Poets on March 6. The event was planned as a
fund -raiser for Columbia scho larships.
"What [Simmons is] concerned with fits we ll
with our mission and what's important to us," said
Mark Kelly, v ice president of student affairs at
Columbia.
Simmons is participating in the event to s upport
the college, Kelly said. The event is a "particular
interest of Russell, w ho is strong ly advocating
access and opportunity" for minorities in the arts,
Kelly said.
DJs fro m Power 92-one of w hom is a
Columbia graduate-wi ll host the fund-raiser,
which is sponsored by Power 92, Across the Board
and Metro.
It w ill include performances by six Def Poets
who have appeared o n " Russell Simmons Presents
Def Poetry" on HBO.
Thos~ advertised to appear include: Malik Yusef,

Jessica Care Moore, Kayo, Bassey, Mums and
Kevin Coval.
Two Columbia students, Prince Akbar (Jus
Rhymz) and Maximino Arcineago (Artist Chi ld),
will also perform at the event. They were selected
in a Poetry Slam last month in which 29 students
competed, Kelly said.
- Some people who do not attend Columbia tried
to pass themselves off as s tudents in order to win
the chance to appear at the Russell Simmo ns benefit, according to Kelly.
After the spoken word performances, Simmons
will appear for a conversatiort and a Q -and-A segment to end the event.
The mon ey raised in the fund-raiser will go
toward Ch icago Public High School students w ho
want to attend Columbia to s tudy in Arts a nd
Media Management, Fashion Design, Poetry,
Music and Art and Design.
The college has not decided how to allocate the
money yet, because it depends on the amount the
fund-raiser makes, Kelly said.
Tlie scholarship will like ly go to "someone who
demonstrates financia l need," he said.
S immons made his name in the music industry
but has since b ranched out into several other successful business ventures. Many credit him as one

See Simmons, page 5

Enrollment
Continued from Front Page
rates for African-American, Hispanic and international students have fallen s ince last spring, graduate
enrollment has increased for those groups.
African-American graduate rates rose from 14
percent in 2002 to 15 percent in 2003, according to
the Office of Planning and Institutional
Advancement.
Kelly also said that there has been an increase in
the number of applications the Admissions Office
has received for the fall 2003 semester, which may
help boost minority enrollment and admissions rates
for next year.
Although this marks an improvement in application submissions, Kelly stressed that Columbia's
administration cannot maintain recruitment rates on
its own.
"The whole school needs to work together to play
a part in this," he said.
The admini~trat ion is trying some new tactics this

semester in add ition to its original plan. An e-mail
campaign was recently initiated, which will send
eight separate informational messages about
Columbia to more than 40,000 high school minority
students, especially those who are interested in
careers in the arts.
Also, according to Burton, the school applied fo r a
grant to help boost retention rates. "We're constantly looking for ways [to obtain] additional funds,"
Kelly said, confirming the sc hool's continuing
search for government grants.
Burton said he was pleased that retention rates
have stayed the same since last semester and that,
although he is concerned about the recently reported
drop, he's confident that the rates will not plummet
any further.
" I think that with · perseverance and tenacity, we
can maintain the numbers we have now and increase
those numbers in the future," he said.

Georgia Evdoxiadis
Co-Editor-in-Chief
Charles Laverne Singleton lives in hel l. It is a hell of
the mi nd and a hell of the soul, and a hell from which
his only escape may be the needle of the executioner.
Singleton lives on death row in Arkansas. As horrible
as that must be, his burden is in addition to that fate.
Singleton is psychotic. He takes medication, sometimes
voluntarily, sometimes not, that keeps him from the
delusions that began to plague him in his eighth year of
confinement.
Singleton killed a g rocery store worker in 1979 and
was sentenced to death. In 1987, his mental health deteriorated.
He began to se·e demons in his cell. He a lso said his
ear had been bugged by a prison doctor. According to
The New York Times, Singleton wrote to the federal
appeals court in December of2001 saying he believed
his v ictim was still alive, "somewhere on earth waiting
for me-her groom."
That same appeals court-the Eighth Circuit-ru led
Feb. II that Singleton could be forced to take anti-psychotic medication to make him sane enough to execute.
Keep in mind that the U.S. Supreme Court outlawed
execution of the insane in 1986, under the prem ise that
it violated the Eighth Amendment's "cruel and unusual
punishment" clause.
What could this series of events be to Singleton other
than the most cruel and unusual torture ever devised?
Singleto n has fa llen into insanity in the last 16 years.
Plagued by images of demons and voices, thinking
himself the object of a spy plot- his mind has become
a whirl of confusion. Then, to be pulled out of that
whirlpool slowly, with anti-psychotic drugs, he must
have felt such rel ief.
One wonders, when did Singleton first realize he was
sane again? And when did he realize that the state of
Arkansas would kill h im for that sanity?
Not surprisingly, Singleton began to fight being medicated. He became aware enough to realize that his life
was at stake. It is illegal to execute someone who is
insane or unhealthy.
So the state sued for the ability to force him to take
the drugs. And the state won.
In a tight, 6-5 decision the St. Louis-based court
decided that the state's interest in having sane inmates
overrides Singleton's right to decide if he wants to take
the drugs. The side effect o f the anti-psychotics, his
ultimate execution, "is the only unwanted consequence
of the medication," w rote Judge Roger L. Wollman for
the majority.
If that isn't Orwellian enough for you, read further:
"Singleton presents the court with a choice between
involuntary medicat ion fo llowed by an execution and
no medication followed by psychosis and imprisonment," wrote Wollman.
And the first is the more desirable option? According
to the appeals court, it is. The court rejected the d issenting opinion that perhaps there was a third choice:
spare the man's life, and allow him to take the drugs he
needs.
Putting aside the questions this case raises about
Singleton's sanity at the time he committed the crime,
there is another real problem here: What about mercy?
What about compassion?
To bring a man back to life only to kill him again is
the height of barbaris m. Singleton would be better
served by an unmedicated execution, where at least he
may be removed from reality enough to die in relative
peace. The way the court has set it out now is pure torture-torture of a man who may not have been responsi ble for his crime in the first place.
Shame on our society for its need for bloody vengance. Shame on us for allowing this to happen. Shame
on the judges who read the s trange ramblings of a disturbed man and decided they would rid the world of
him.
The story, however, is not over yet. Singleton's
lawyers said they will attempt to bring the case to the
Supreme Court. There is no telling as to whether or not
the court will accept the case, or how they might rule
on the matter if they did.
But there is something you can do.
Write, call or e-mail Gov. Mike Huckabee of
Arkansas and ask, plead, beg the man to change
Singleton's sentence to life in prison.
Gov. Huckabee's phone number is (51 0) 682-2345,
and links to e-mail him are available at
www.state.ar.us/govcrnor/staff.html .
Write the governor at: State Capitol, Rm. 250, Little
Rock, AR, 7220 I.
Charles Singleton may not deserve that little, but he
certainly deserves that much.
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U n d e r g r a d u a t e

Academic Excellence Award
$3000 for one academic year ($1500
awarded in Fall, 2002 and $1500
awarded in Spring 2003). This· scholarship is for full·time students with a 3.0
cumulative grade point average and at
least 12 credit hours earned at
Columbia College Chicago.

Deadline: March 14, 2003

Student Financial Services.
600 S. Michigan, Room 303
Office of Enrollment Management.
. 600 S. Michigan. Room 300

Academic Advising,
623 S. Wabash. Room 300

A t

David Rubin Trustees'
Scholarship

Hermann Conaway
Scholarship

$2boo for one academic year
($1000 awarded in Fall, 2002, and
$1000 awarded in Spring. 2003).
This scholarship is for fuiHime out·
standing students to defray tuition
costs. Scholarship awards are
based on academic achievement
and demonstration of financial

$2000 for one academic y.ear
($1000 awarded in Fall, 2002 and
$1000 awarded in Spring, 2003).
This scholarship is for full-time OL·t·
standing students who have
demonstrated leadership ability
on Columbia's campus or beyond.

$2500 maximum award per
academic year ($1250 awarded in
Fall. 2002 and $1250 awarded in
Spring, 2003). This scholarship helps
medically and financially challenged
students complete an undergraduate
degree. (Part-time students are
eligible to apply.)

Deadline: March 14, 2003

Deadline: April 1, 2003

need.
Applications are available at:

Students

Deadline: April 1, 2003

Hillary Kalish Scholarship

Thaine Lyman Scholarship
$1000 maximum award for the
Fall, 2002 semester. This scholarship is for full-time t elevision stu·
dents who have at least 24 credit
hours earned at Columbia.

Deadline: March 14, 2003

c o•. ~ • •
www.colum.edu/ scholarshlps
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Marching to their own beat
0

Columbia professor brings
women into the mix with lecture on
female beat writers
By Nicole Caraglannldes
Staff Writer

Fashion hits Columbia
0

CCFA hosts student designer showing

By Michael Comstock
Staff Writer
New York has one. London has one too. It's Fashion Week- the
ultimate glamour-filled exhibition of the fashion world's finest.
The Columbia College Fashion Association kicked off a publicity
campaign in preparation for its own version of fashion week,
Fashion Columbia 2003, with a Feb. 14 photo shoot.
The shoot featured student designs like a red lampshade dress
and black bustier by Courtney Lyons, a men 's denim jacket and
pants with a calico shirt by Kenny Gruber and a Kitaki long skirt,
cuffs and Haiten by Kim Coy.
The annual show, now in its seventh year, is sponsored by the
CCFA and produced by the Advanced Fashion Show Production
class. There will be two showings of the selected pieces on May 8
on the eighth floor of the 1104 S. Wabash Ave. building.
"The s how is produced by students," said Nena !von, faculty
adviser at Columbia and manager of public relations for Saks Fifth
Avenue. "They choose the models, the clothes and book the photographers."
There is a lot of excitement that comes with the opening of the
show, according to Hugh Manning, a professor at Columbia and
curator of the study collection at the school. "There is tension, high
energy, the week before the show," Manning said. " It's like ' Did I
get in, did I get in?'"
This year's show, like last year's, will be held in what is known
as "raw space"- a concept that places the actual fashion show in
a regular area, clearing space only for seating and the catwalk.
According to Manning, that is exactly how s hows are presented in
the industry.
" I thought it was interesting with the raw space that had all this
construction stuff," said Angelique Gall, a junior fashion design
major who participated in last year's show. "I'm excited about
what they're going to do."
After the s uccess of last year's show, expectations for this year
are even higher.
" It is very professionally done," Ivon said. "Last year's was so
good, I would've taken it to New York.
" It felt like fashion week in New York," she added.
The first of two shows is at I p.m. and is open to Columbia students, as well as high school and junior college students interested
in fashion classes at Columbia. The second show will begin with
a reception at 5:30 p.m. General admission tickets to the I p.m.
matinee are $20 and students tickets are $ 15. General admission
tickets to the second show are $50 and students tickets are $30.

When people think of the beat writers. names
such as Jack Kerouac, Allen Ginsberg, and
Gregory Corso come to mind. But it is the females
that Columbia professor Dr. Tony Trigilio has chosen to examine in his lecture: "Women Writers of
the Beat Generation," scheduled for March 6 .
The beats tried to open up minds in the confining post- World War II era, although fo r women
beat writers, the community may have seemed just
as confining as the rest of the world. According to
Trigi lio. in general, men in the community did not
see women as a part of the movement.
Trigilio said that he hopes to " turn people on to
the women beats that are out there."
The lecture will cover pioneers in the beat era
like Diana Di Brima, Anne Waldman, Joyce
Johnson, Hettie Jones and Elise Cowen. Trigilio
said he intends to focus on the unpublished work
of Elise Cowen, a lesser-known female beat
writer, in his lecture.
According to Trigilio, the beats' true genius was
that they lived in a patriotic, yet depressive, Cold
War era. He said he believes there are similarities
between the world we live in now and the beat era.
" I think the beats can help us understand our

society better,"" Trigilio said.
He also plans to address the issues of po" ~r in
bohemian culturc in the lectur~
The lecture is part of the "Intersections·· series.
formally titled "Intersections: A Meeting Place fo r
Di,erse Ideas on Contemporar) Culture."
The series of public lectures and discussions
will be held by the Cultura l Stud ic, Program. a
part of the Liberal Education Department. in ~ol 
laboration "ith the Engl ish Oepartment and the
Chicago Cultural C~nter.
Paul Carnic. of the Liberal Education
Department. and Mary Murph). educat ion manager for the Department or Cultural A flairs. cr~atcd
Intersections.
Carmelo Esterrich. the director or Cultural
Studies. said of his lecture in September on Latin
American rock music "it was great to have in the
audience faculty from Columbia. students. o lder
couples that live in the South Loop. punk performers from the Pilsen area, musicians- that is. the kind
of cross-section we want to have in these ' intersections' so we can reach a wide spectrum of our city."
Upcoming lectures in the Intersection series
include an art history lecture in April. a program on
cultural tourism in May, and a discussion on the cultural meanings of The Drag Queens. a female crossdressing music group, in June.

"The Women ofthe Beat Generation ""lecture will
be March 6. on the fifth floor in the east meetinx
room of the Chicago Cultural Centet: at 78 £.
Washington St. Admission is free.
For more information. call (312) 744-6630 or go
online and visit www.intersections.colum.edu.

Simmons
Continued from Page 3
of the people responsible for rap's rise in notoriety
in the early 1980s. He started out producing
records under his own Rush Artist Management in
the late 1970s before co -founding Def Jam
Records with Rick Rubin in 1984. Throughout the
years, Simmons has worked with such notable acts
as Kurtis Blow, Run-DMC, Public Enemy, Will
Smith and Ja Rule.
In 1985 Simmons produced and acted in his fi rst
movie, Krush Groove. He followed that up with
Tougher Than Leather. He has si nce produced
other movies s uch as The Nulty Professor and The

Addiction.
It was

when Simmons started Rush
Communications that he de lved into even more
areas of the entertainment world including magazine publishing; te levision, with " Def Comedy
Jam and Russell Simmons Presents Def Poetry"
and his own clothing line, Phat Farm.
The March 6 fund-raiser takes place at 8 p.m. at
the Metro, 3730 N. C lark St. Tickets can be purchased through Ticketmaster and at the-Metro box
office. They are also available in Columbia's
Institutional Advancement Office, 600 S.
Michigan Ave., on the fourt h floor.
General admission tickets are $30 and V IP tickets are $50. Student tickets are available for $20
with a valid student 10.
There are also $300 tickets, for those who want
to meet and speak with Simmo ns in a pre-show
event at College President Warrick L. Carter's
mans ion, 1258 N. LaSa lle St.

Russell Simmons

M'
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Dean Search
Continued from Front Page

Cheri Conley (second from right) makes last-minute adjusbnents
on model Ping Bao.

can save their respective projects onto a main
server, which can then be shared between other
users.
The sheer size of the need, though, is prohibitive, both financially and in terms of available
space.
But the concept, according to Sigman, encourages students to share ideas between each other
classes, departments and even schools.
He also said that today's graduates are expected
to be knowledgeable in several areas, citing a
study that he said shows most graduates pass
through five different industries before retirement.
Sigman pointed to the Chicago Tribune. where
newspaper reporters regularly appear on Tribune
Company-owned television s tations to discuss
their work.
Sigman also recommended regular retreats that
would bring faculty, students and alumni together
to discuss issues in both the college community
and the professional world.
According to Sigman, such retreats serve to not
only bridge student and faculty, but also act as
early warning devices for problems that crop up
later, such as courses that overlap in content.

"You don't motivate facul ty," he said. "You
engage faculty."
Plus with a lumni in positions to donate money
such "brain trusts," as Sigman called them, offer a
fringe benefit.
"One of the advantages of these brain trusts is
that you get industry experience," he said, indicating an improvement in profess ional partnerships.
which improves fundraising.
Although Sigman said Emerson is not as king
him to leave his post, he also said that Columbia
offers an element his current employer does not
have.
"I like being affiliated with a niche college," he
said. "I am looking for a new post."
Sigman answered a query prepared by the dean
search committee. It is the same questionnairedealing with the convergence of technology and
the media- that is delivered to each of the candidates.
On March 3, the college community is invited to
attend the final applicant discussion with Acting
Dean of the School of Media Ans Doreen Bartoni.
The 3:30 p.m. event will be in the Concert Hall
of the Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan Ave.
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Northern Illinois U. students
protest ·Cintas Corp. at job fair
0
Protest focused on the company's
treatment of employees, according to
organizers
By Jeff Goluszka & Kristin Cavarretta
Northern Star (Northern Illinois U.)
(U-WIRE) DEKALB, IlL-Students looking to schmooze
with potential employers were greeted by a protest Feb. 26
when they tried to enter the Northern Illinois University's Job
Fair held at the Convocation Center.
Members of the student body, faculty, community and the
pro-union group Unite! gathered on the paved area near the
arena's east-side entrance.
The group distributed fliers to protest the labor practices of
Cintas Corp.- the United States' largest uniform producerwhich recruited students at the fair.
"I can't believe NIU would support a company such as
this," said senior history major Gema Gaete-Tapia. "We
demand that students have no relationship with a company
that abuses its employees. Today is just the beginning."
Protesters cited the more than 40 lawsuits that have been
filed against Cintas for racial, sexual, age and/or disability
discrimination.
Joan Zelinski, human resources manager for Cintas, did not
think the protests affected the company's recruiting presence.
"They have the right to present their. information to students, and they can decide for themselves," she said. "We
wouldn 't be attracting so many students if we didn't offer so
many benefits."
The day' s events unfolded peacefully, but not without conflict. Protesters initially went inside the arena, but were
stopped by security personnel who said they couldn't enter as
a group.
"When it was brought to our attention, they were already
standing outside," said Convocation Center Director John
Gordon. "At that point, we handed it over to our legal department, and [NIU General Counsel) Ken Davidson."
Davidson focused on trying to address the complaints of

protesters and recruiting employers, as well as implementing
university policy relevant to the situation.
"They didn' t have permission to do what they were doing
when they were doing it," Davidson said. "There aren' t any
designated areas at any of the athletic areas or the
Convocation Center for this type of expression."
Davidson said at all public universities, there are "time,
place and manner restrictions" that govern the flow of ideas.
At NIU, the office of Universi.ty Programming and
Activities requires people to register 1f they want to express
ideas at the King Memorial Commons, "so they don't get
groups on top of each other...
The designated space is the "free speech zone" located at
the northwest comer of the MLK commons, which is the
cement-paved area bordering the Holmes Student Center.
Registration is not required for this area.
.
The protest, which was part of a two-month-old campaign
to organize Cintas, focused on the company's treatment of
employees.
·
.
"We want to put pressure on Cintas through various
means," said Chad Gray, a Unite! union organizer from
Chicago.
·
"We go to areas where Cintas recruits to let potential
employees know Cintas' history of discrimination. We also
want to let Cintas know that people in the community don't
want a company with such anti-labor practices."
There are 82 pending federal labor law charges against
Cintas, according to information distributed by protesters.
Cintas employees began organizing with Unite! in January,
and the company responded by hiring anti-union attorneys,
industrial psychologists and "a regiment of security guards to
record union activity and intimidate employees."
Zelinski said Cintas has been recruiting at NlU job fairs for
more than four years, and he was not sure whether people had
previously protested the company's presence. She said the
company offers its full-time employees a "comprehensive
benefits package" that "is a good program."
Jean Callary, an assistant director at NIU's Career Planning
and Placement Center, said the protest did not cause negative
effects on the job fair. She said Cintas has employed many
NIU graduates over the years.

26 colleges, universities file brief
in support of affirmative action
0
Statement comes after the
re-examination of the University of
Michigan's admissions policy
By Elizabeth Buckner
Swathmore Phoenix (Swathmore College)
(U-WIRE) SWARTHMORE, Pa.- Twenty-s ix liberal arts
colleges have fi led an amicus curiae, or "friend of the
court," brief with the Supreme Court in support of the
University of Michigan's admissions policy.
The court plans to hear the case on the use of affi rmative
action in Michigan's admissions policies on April I , when
the two separate lawsuits invo lved in the case, Grutter v.
Bollinger and Gratz v. Bollinger, are brought before the
court.
The lawsuits were fi led by white students at Michigan
who criticized the undergraduate admissions system. The
system is based on a 150-point scale and awards a 20-point
bonus to African-American, Latino/a and Native American
applicants.
The court's decision is expected to have widespread
implications for institutions of higher learning.
The brief urges the court to permit coll eges and universities to consider race as one of the many factors used to
ensure a di verse and promising student body.
" If the Supreme Court further constrains the use of affirmative action strategies in college adm issions, it will be
much more difficult for us to sustain the leve l of racial
diversity in our student body," sa id AI Oloom, Swathmore
College president.
Swarthmore's vice president for coll ege and community
relations, Maurice Eldridge ' 61, coordinated the co llege's
decision to s ign the brief and said that Amherst College had
invited Swarthmore to participate.
Eldridge said he believed the court case was significant
nut merel y fur soc ial and ethica l reasons but also because of

"One of the points the. brief raises
is that educators should be the
ones to best decide educational
policies, not the courts."
- Maurice Eldridge, vice president of
college and community relations,
Swarthmore College
its broader implications for the educational system.
"One of the points the brief raises is that educators should
be the ones to best decide educational policies, not the
courts," he said.
Eldridge said it was important to announce Swarthmore's
fi ling of the brief as an official stance central to the mission
of the college.
" It is our practice, in fact, to seek to enroll a diverse and
inclus ive student body. It is an essential part of the education we offer. If we are go ing to be who we say we are, there
are times when we have to stand up and say what we
believe," he said.
While the impact the brief will have on the case is unclear,
administrators hope that their input will influence the court's
decis ion.
According to Michi j!an's stati stics, nearly 80 organi zations representing busmess, labor, public officials, higher
education and the legal profession have filed briefs in support of the University of Michi gan's defense of its admiss ions policies.
In addition to Swarthmore and Amherst, the other institution s that have s igned the brief are Barnard, Bates,
Bowdo in, Bryn Mawr, Carleton, Colby, Co lgate,
Connecti cut, Davidson, Franklin and Marshall , llumilton,
ll ampsh ire, ll nverford, Mo unt llo lyoke, Mocalester,
Middlebury, Oberlin, Po mona, Sarah Lawrence, Smith,
Trinity, Tufls, Vassar, Wellesley, Wesleyan, and Williams.
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Columbia U. homepage directs visitors
to pornographic site
0
Hacker used name and
password of senior university
official to gain site entrance
By Julia Zuckerman
Brown Daily Herald (Brown U.)
(U-WIRE) PROVIDENCE, R.I.- Visitors
to Columbia University's home page were
redirected to a pornographic site Tuesday, Feb.
25, after a computer hacker struck the site for
the second time in two weeks. .
For appr9ximately 20 minutes Tuesday
evening, Columbia's website displayed the
message, "Columbia University in the City of
New York has a secret. .." The site then automatically routed visitors to an explicit porno
site, the Columbia Daily Spectator reported.
A similar incident occurred Feb. 16 at the
school when for approximateiy six minutes the
website displayed the message, "Free Vasiliy
Gorshkov" before redirecting visitors to the
same pornographic website. Vasiliy Gorshkov
is a convicted Russian computer hacker.
On both occasions, the hacker used the
name and password of a senior .staff member
at Columbia's Office of Public Affairs, one of
only a few people who can make changes to
the website. That password has s ince been
changed, and Columbia Security and the university's Computing and Information Services
Department are investigating the incidents.
" We are maintaining our security for the
site, and we are investigating what happened,"
said Eileen Murphy, executive director of the
Office of Public Affairs. "We are taking it seriously."
Pamela Vogel, associate director of
Computing and Information Services at
· Brown University said only Kate James, web
editor for public affairs .and..univJ:rsity rela,
tions, has access to the school's website. A
hacker with James ' password could make
changes to the Brown home page, including
redirecting users to another site, Vogel said.
Hackers can steal passwords with keystroke-recording software installed on administrators' computers or with "sniffer" programs that monitor network activity, Vogel
said.
Vogel said she did not know of any hacking
incidents at Brown. "We haven' t had people
who write viruses or hack into websites," she
said.
Brown has a policy of encrypting all passwords, making password theft difficult and an
incident like Columbia' s unlikely, Vogel said.
"We wouldn' t want anything like that happening on our watch," she said.

Herpes vaccine trlal ·at St.
Louis University draws fire
from Catholic group
0
Supports of the ~esearch
say vaccine Is an Important
public health Initiative
By Susan C. Thomson
St. Louis Post-Dispatch
A conservative Catholic organization that
took St. Louis University to task for a student
production of "The Vagina Monologues" is
taking aim at the university 's herpes vaccine
trial.
Last week the Cardinal Newman Society
urged about 3,000 of its s upporters to e-mail
SLU 's president, the Rev. Lawrence Biondi,
asking him to stop the trial, according to society pres ident Patrick Reilly. The Virginiabased society cham~ions traditional Catholic
values in Catholic h1gher education.
Reilly followed up on Monday, Feb. 23
with 11 statement condemning the university
for recruiting for the tria l "sexually promiscuous (female) participants who are at high risk
of sexually transmitted disease and then
encouraging contraceptive usc."
Nico le llonerkamp, a spokeswoman for the

See VlcciM. pa(e 9
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Wheaton College eases alcohol, dancing ban
0
College community does not
expect a rush to party regardless of the
fewer restrictions
By Meg McSherry Breslin
Chicago Tribune
(KRT) Wheaton College, an evangelical school that
for years has held tightly to strict moral standards, is
loosening up a bit, lifting an o ld rule against dancing on
campus and easing a ban on alcohol and smoking for
·
facu lty and staff.
For a school that counts Rev. Billy Graham among it5
graduates and has " For Christ and His Kingdom" as its
dictum, the unanimous decision by the administration
and board of trustees was a major policy shift.
Although Wheaton has allowed square dancing at
campus events for several years, many students had little interest in it and equated the policy with an outright
ban.
·
In a "Comm!jnity· Coven ~nt" formally unveiled last
week, college leaders said on-cainpus dances will bave
college sponsorship as long 0s students use caution and
good judgment and avoid any behavior "which .may be
immodest, sinfully erotic; or barmfuliy v iolent."
· ·
Adult members of the campus community-including
faculty, staff alid graduate students-are asked to use
"careful and lovi ng di scretion in any use of alcohol."
But they're asked not to drink when undergraduates are

present.
Previously, faculty were asked to sign a "Statement of
Personal Responsibility," pledging that they would not
consume alcohol on or off campus.
Ma·ny facul ty and students praise the changes.
Students are already talking about the possibilitiesperhaps a formal mil itary ball this spring with swing
and ballroom dancing.
And some faculty members went to a Mexican restaurant and celebrated.
" I'm sure some margaritas were passed around," said
Gary Burge, a professor of the New Testament and vice
chairman of the faculty.
Still, students and staff did not expect a rush of partying at the school of 2,800 students, and some expected
a small outcry over the changes.
After all, this is a school that has sent its football
players to Senegal during spring break to build a community center and landscape a church school. It's a
school that retired its mascot-a crusader on a rearing
horse-because the co llege president believed it was an
inappropriate representation of the school's peaceful
goa ls.
Even though the new covenant allows students to
dance anywhere-both on and off campus-many said
they doubt students wi ll flock to Chicago nightclubs.
"There are certain students who will abuse this privilege and go to a club in Chicago and use forms of dancing that aren ' t necessarily uplifting," said Tanya Oxley,
vice president of the student body. "But the majority of
people on campus won' t be those kind of people. This

campus is full of people with a lot of morals and ethics
and integrity."
Still, Oxley said, students had been pushing the
adm inistration for years to make the dance change, and
most were thri lled it finally had been done.
" It shows a lot about the administration that they are
trusting students to make these choices and base all of it
on the Bible," she said.
Explaining the new rule through a letter on the school's
website, college President Duane Littin said he wholeheartedly supported the board's decision. That comes
after saying in 1997 that contemporary social dancing
was "very sensual... the kind of thing that doesn't add to
the Christian atmosphere on campus."
But in the statement introducing the new policy, it was
clear he had changed his mind. After a year of study, a
subcommittee of the board of trustees decided it was time
to relax the rules, Littin said.
"Overall, it 's not too much to say that this new community covenant was received with enthusiasm," he wrote.
"These various members of Wheaton's family recognized
the covenant to be a positive statement of our biblical
aspirations for life together at Wheaton College and they
encouraged me to move it forward. "
The dancing and alcohol ban had been in place since the
school was founded in 1860. But the study committee
found no clear Bible statement banning dancing or the
moderate use of alcohol, which paved the way for change.
"Sometimes, lifestyle statements can be bound in a
time and place," said Burge, a committee member. "We
wanted to contemporize it."

are at the greatest risk for herpes. The group of women
includes those who are sexually active or planning to be
sexually active but who are not in monogamous relationships.
Half of the women accepted for the study will get the
herpes vaccine, made by GlaxoSmithKiine, and half will
get a vaccine for hepatitis A. Researchers will monitor all
participants for 20 months for herpes symptoms.
Reilly said on Feb. 25 that his organization heard about
the herpes trial from the American Life League, an anti- .
abortion group whose source was Dr. William J. Burke,
professor of neurology at SLU. Burke wrote a letter to the
Post-Dispatch in December criticizing the vaccine trial as
immoral.
·
The study is proceeding, with eight women being
evaluated for part icipation, Honerkamp said.
The Rev. Michael May, SLU's interim dean of arts
and sciences, said he traced to the Cardinal Newman

Society's website most of the 40 or so complaining ema ils he got about "The Vagina Monologues" before the
student production thi s month.
The play is about violence, including sexual violence,
against women. The society's website describes the play
as "replete with vulgarity, frequent use of 'vagina' to represent women and feminini ty, and explicit discussions of
sexuality and sexual encounters including lesbian activity and masturbation. "
The s ite urges readers to use a prepared form to e-mai l
protests to presidents of 43 Catholic colleges planning to
stage the play. St. Louis University is among those listed.
Reilly said, that about a dozen of the 43 schools decided to cancel performances. May said St. Louis University
went ahead because students wanted to raise the issues
the play presents. It was part of several days of campus
activities, including speakers and panel discussions about
anti-female violence.

Vaccine
ConUnued from Page 8
university's medical school, said Feb. 24 that the university received a few e-mail complaints about the trial so far.
For the university's response, she offered the reply that
Dr. Robert Webster, the university's associate provost for
research, sent to each e-mailer.
In his response, Webster defends the vaccine trial as "an
important public. health initiative." He said the vaccine
being tested is designed to prevent all forms of herpes
infection, including the sexually transm itted kind.
Volunteers, he said, "are counseled at every clinic visit on
methods to avoid sexually transmitted .diseases, including
herpes. It is not accurate and it is unfair to say that this
study is promoting sexual prom iscuity."
The four-year nationwide trial, led by St. Louis
University and supported by a $36.8 million grant from
the National Institutes of Health, was announced with fanfare in November.
.
The study will enroll 8,000 women, ages 18 to 30, who
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HIV POSITIVE?
You are not alone ...
Now there's a new Discussion/Support Group
you should check out!

Come and meet with other HIV Positive individuals
in a highly confidential environment.
Discuss problems/ concerns and share your
experience among friends.

Please contact Counseling Services at 312·344-7480
for more information and to sign up for the group.

When: Early March, 2003
Time T.B.A.
Where: Columbia College
623 South Wabash
I

Facilitated by Rita Setzke, Counseling Intern
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$7.75
Student Rate
A.M. or P.M.
Also Visit our two other locations:
722 S. Wabash $7.75 ·and 11 E. Balbo $7.75
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A Message from the President
Dear Students:
Welcome back to campus for a semester during which, despite these anxious and uncertain times,
I am confident we will continue to flourish as a community -growing and learni ng together.
Speaking of growing, construction of our new dormitory, University Center of Chicago, is progressing on schedule and will open in the Fall of2004. This landmark collaboration with Roosevelt and
DePaul Universities will provide Columbia students with an additional 700 beds, plenty of amenities
and a number of retail stores.
As we wrap up our very successful and highly regarded African Heritage Month Celebration, The
Power of Black Music, I want to remind you that there is still time to join us for the centerpiece event,
A Conversation with Russell Simmons and a Performance by the Def Poets. This exciting evening will
take place at the Metro on March 6. This benefit event and is being cosponsored by the Metro, Power
92 and Across the Boards. -Proceeds from this benefit event will go to support a scholarship fund for
graduates of Chicago Public High Schools wishing to attend Columbia College.
Perhaps one of the most exciting features of the evening is that two of our student poets - Prince
Akbar (a/k/a Jus Rhymz) and Max imino Arcineago (a/kla Artist Child) - won a college-wide spoken
word contest and wi ll be performing on stage with the DefPoets!
Tickets for Columbia students (with current ID) are available at $20 each through the office of
Institutional Advancement, 4th Floor in the Alexandroff Center. Congratulations and a hearty 'thank
you' to the Office of Student Affairs for putting all this together.
Speaking of Student Affairs, and all of the services they offer, don't forget to take advantage of
Columbia's Multicultural Affairs Offices. Whether for networking purposes or more weighty concerns,
these offices- all located on the third floor of the Hokin building- are there to serve your special needs:
·African American Cultural Affairs, Art Burton, Director
·Asian Cultural Affairs, Chau Quach, Coordinator
·Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender Student Concerns, Victoria Shannon, Coordinator
·International Student Affairs, Symon Ogeto, Advisor
·Latino Cultural Affairs, Ana Maria Soto, Director
Also here to serve your needs, is our Student Government Association (SGA). Student Government Senators for each department can represent
your voice in the Columbia Community. SGA bulletin boards mailboxes are being set up in each department and if you have a question or concern about
departmental or campus-wide issues, you can leave a message for your Senator in your department office. You can also contact the SGA "Body at Large"
by coming to the lower level of the Conaway Center, I I 04 S. Wabash, otherwise known at the Student Organiza(ion Hub. Plans are also underway for user
groups on Oasis.
In addition to studying and making art, media and communications there are so many wonderful arts and culture activities for you to take advantage of on campus this term. I'd like to tell you about a few:
The Weisman Scholars Exhibition - one of our most exciting and prestigious student showcases - is currently up and running in the Hokin Gallery
~_.-i.hwugh..March 13. Works in this year's exhibition repr_esent a wide range of .the disciplines taught here at Columbia from photography and painting to film
and video, performance art and book and paper arts. I encourage you to stop by and see the outstanding artistic accomplishments of your fellow students.
The Albert P. Weisman Scholar Awards of up to $3,000 are granted yearly from the Weisman Fund to help complete projects in the arts and communica·
tions. The next application deadline is April 7 and forms are available at several locations around town.
On the subject of art, C Spaces has put together two exhibits and one event with themes appropriate to Women's History Month. "Muliebral" is an
exhibition of photography, painting, installation, and sculptural work by women students at Columbia College Chicago that challenges traditional concepts
of the definition of being a woman. It's at the Hokin Gallery from March 20- April 12. "The Wit of America's First Ladies" is an interactive installation
by Columbia alum Barbara Wynn Bansley. It opens March 26 and runs through May 2 at the Glass Curtain Gallery. And, on April 10, the Hokin Annex
will host an evening of performance by women, by Inter-Arts grad student, J.T. Newman.
The Latino Student Film Festival is March 7. Screening is in Hokin Hall from 6-8 p.m. and the winning films will go on to the International
Latino Film Festival in April.
Story Week Festival of Writers, brought to you by our Fiction Writing Department begins Saturday, March 22 and runs through Friday, March 28.
This year's theme is "In Search of the American Story" and features readings, conversations and panel discussions with a stellar group of authors. This
year, the event will also address the business of writing with a Publishing Panel that includes authors, agents and editors.
The Second Annual Collegiate Pride Fest will be held Saturday, April 5th at the Chicago Cultural Center from 3-1 0:30 p.m. Events will include a
resource fair, entertainment, a panel discussion and break out sessions on Media and Activism and Art and Activism. This event is a collaboration between
Columbia, University of Chicago, University of Illinois Chicago, Roosevelt, Northwestern and the Chicago Commission on Human Relations Advisory
Council on Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender Affairs.
Kicking off our MayFest activities this year is an international conference on human rights. "Dignity Without Borders: Arts, Media and Human
Rights," which is being organized by professor Rose Economou of the Journalism Department, will take place May 5-8 at locations around campus and
at the Chicago Hilton and Towers. According to Rose, the conference will provide a forum for networking between scholars, educators, artists, media
makers, social justice activists and other interested audiences and will help develop collaborations and partnerships to address the issues of human rights
on a global level. Activities for the conference will include community forums, workshops for educators, film and video screeni ngs, exhibitions, and performances -and will address three main themes: Crimes Against Humanity; Violence Against Women & Children; State & Corporate Abuse; and Religious,
Racial, Ethnic, & Gender Intolerance. Dignity Without Borders is made possible, in part, by a grant from the Illinois Humanities Council, the National
Endowment for the Humanities and the Illinois General Assembly as well as support from the Cantigny Foundation/McCormick Tribune Foundation and
the Hugh M. Heffner Foundation.
On May 8, our fashion design students will show off their latest creative efforts at Fashion Columbia. This is the lOth Annual event and will once again
be produced by students in our Fashion Retail Management program.
I'm told that MayFest, Columbia's Urban Arts Festival, will be bigger and better in 2003. This month-long festival, which is a celebration of student work, will highlight the creative work of our senior students. Exhibitions of visual arts, concerts, performances and communications showcases are
planned throughout the month. The culminating day of the celebration, ManiFest, on May 22 will feature an evening Artwalk, The Big Screen at the
Burnham Theaters and a Music Festival in Grant Park where you'll el)joy the Afrobeat music of Antibalas and the Hip-hop Latin funk ofYerba Buena as
well as many student bands. Student Affairs is planning to pull out all the stops to make this a fabulous event.
Last but not least, don't forget to recognize that great teacher in your life. Nominations for the Excellence in Teaching Award are currently being
accepted. Access forms on line at http://cte.colum.edu. Deadline for nominations is March 7.
Again, whether you've just joined us this semester or are a continuing student. We're glad you're with us and wish you the very best for a great
spring term.

~

Warrick L. Carter
President
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The game of Daley politics
It was old news before it was
even officia l: the campaign that
wasn't- the mayor's race wasn't a
race. Mayor Richard M. Daley may
have won this time, but this style of
running that seems a little closer to
the hare than the tonoise won't
always work.
Po litical candidates need to
campaign for positions. They cannot s imply sit by the wayside, letting television commercials do all
the talking, and accept victory when
it comes. This is a democrat ic
nation, right?
The public knows Daley 's
stance on such issues as public
schooling and his big one: beautification of the city. But he could've
hammered them all home, letting
voters both young and old know
what he was all about. He could
have reassured the public that he
does, in fact, have a stance.
He could have debated with the
other three candidates: the Rev. Paul
Jakes, Pat McAll ister and the Re v.
Joseph MeA fee. He could have
shown why he's more qualified. He
could have done many things .
But instead, he canceled all of
his public appearances during election week to mourn the death of his
mother, Eleanor "Sis" Daley: a
woman many considered the matriarch of Chicago. Rather than lying
low, Daley could have taken her
death
in
stride,
remindi ng
Chicagoans why there is a Daley
dynasty.

Now Daley is more reminiscent
of another longstanding pol itical
juggernaut: the Bush family, more
specifically, our current president,
George W., who rarely gives a
press conference.
Daley should have taken a page
from the playbook of his father, the
blowhard-the "windy" in the
Windy City"""'"and gone back to his
old outspoken ways.
But Daley didn't have the need.
His campaign cons isted mostly of
commercials, banners and telephone calls from volunteers.
Maybe it was because all of the
candidates were Democrats like
himself.
Or, maybe it was because they
were all deem ed unqualified.
Regardless, Daley put little to no
effort into this race and still came
out as one of the biggest victors in
the history of Chicago politics.
Daley received a whopp ing
78.5 percent of the votes. Yet only
a dismal 34 percent of Chicago residents participated. That Jack of
interest could be attributed to the
cold weather, voter apathy--or perhaps may be some didn ' t realize a
campaign was even goi ng on.
Competition brews good politics. And if Daley, 60, sees no
viable opponent on the rise, he has
no reason to work hard.
He might as well be a lame
duck in the first week of his fifth
term . He has had 14 years in the
mayor's office.

Where is the compassion?
The
Bus h
administration
recently announced its intent to
raise public housing rent. As
reported by the Associated Press,
the Department of Housing and
Urban Development, which handles public housing for tens of
thousands of low-income residents, currently finds itself $250
million in debt due to accounting
practices from the past few years.
Only three words of orig inal
public housing Jaw would require
change, but the simple adjustme nt
would have major results. The current rent limitation is "not more
than $50" a month. It would be
modified to set minimum rent "at
least $50" a month under President
Bush's plan.
"This seems to me that the
Bush administration is effectively
saying to the residents of public
hous ing that they should be forced
to pay for IIUD's mi stake," said
Tim Kaiser, executive director of
the Publ ic lfous ing Authorities
Directors Association.
Unemployment has reached a
20-year peak. The rent increase
will mean corner cutting on food
and medicine for many lowincome ho useholds, and will produce only minimal extra reve nue
for II UD.
The funding responsibility for a
governmental department fa ll s on
the government 111c:l f, not on the
citizens which the: department was

COLUM BIA
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created to assist. Yet the Bush
admini stratio n has decided to put
more of a financial burden on
lower-income households in these
economically depressed times,
whi le giving higher-income households a tax break.
Concerning Bush 's proposed
tax cuts, a Feb. 5 article in The
New York Times reported that " for
households with incomes over
$200,000, the average cut would
be $12,496, and the average for
those with inco mes over $1 millio n
would be $90,222." The article
went on tc state that the tax cut for
households with annual incomes of
$40,000 to $50,000 would be $380
and "for those with incomes of
$50,000 to $75,000, it would be
$553."
Bush has made severa l c laims
over the past year that tax cuts to
small bus iness owners will stimulate the economy by e ncouraging
higher production rates and therefore higher employ ment rates-a
trick le-down effect. But few small
business owners are milli onai res.
Bush 's bias toward the ri ch, hi s
lack of support for affirmative
ac tion and hi s budget proposals,
which make it more difficult for
low-income families to obtain a
range of government benefitsfrom tax credi ts to school lunches- make it hard to understand
what he means by "compassionate
conservatis m."

! dltor1ala ... lht oplniOna or lht di!Otlal
IJoord Ol lht Coluonbla Chronl<:l<l Columna aro lht
opinton• of the JulhOf (l)
VII WI .. P,IIIId In thll pybiiCIUOn lrt
thote of tht writer and ' " not the oplnlone ot
lht Columbia Chronlalt, Columbla't Journalltm
Dtptrl,.nl or Columbia Collt gt Chlaago.

Bushwhacked! Portraits in history

LA"m lo tht tdlto< mullln<iludt you< lull name.
year, n~ajOt, tnd a phone numbtl All lelltfl .,. odltod
lor gremmar and may bl cut due 10 lht llmllod amount
or•-••allablt
Lt"'" oan bl fe•td 10 ua at (IU) 144..0U,
l oftllllod 10 ChronlcltQcolum.tcfu Of matlod 10
Wit Columt>t. Clwonlcll<l alo Lttltrt 10 VIe ldtlor, IU I.
W.blth ,_..,, lulll 201, Chlci1g0, IL 10101,

Chronicle E·m•ll 1ddru1H:
L ettara tp the ed!tpr
ChronlcleQcolum.odu
Prtll rtlttltl

ChronlcltQcolum.odu
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Yet another Senior Seminar story
By Emily Smith
Commentary Editor
I am aware that issues concerning
Senior Seminar have been covered here in
the Chronicle.
But I am new to the staff and I am a
senior. And bel ieve it or not, there are students who don't go searching the
Chronicle archive to read about the infamous Senior Seminar. So, I feel justified
in writing yefanother piece about it.
For those who don't know, Senior
Seminar is a class that seniors must take in
order to graduate.
It doesn't matter if you've paid your
full tuition ... in cash. It doesn't matter if
you have 20 extra credits and had three
internships: you won't graduate. It is a
general education requirement.
The purpose of the class is to help students focus on their goals and prepare
them for their chosen career. It allows
students to reflect on what they've learned
in order to make the future clear.
There are seven "special topics" that
seniors get to choose from: Design ing
Vocation, Media and Values, Arts and
Community, Inspirational Leadership,
Spirituality and Empowerment, Story and
Image and Creative Collaboration.
Each class, as a group, performs some
type of a community service. It is also

recommended that students keep a journal
during the course.
I am going to be fair here. After all,
this is the beginning of the semester and
my class has only met three times. So I'll
start off with the positive.
Senior Seminar can be useful. While
trudging away for several years on a
major, the passion and motivation for that
field of study can melt away. Our heads
are so buried in the details of our work,
where we are headed and the available
jobs that we can forget why we are trying
to go into our chosen field.
This class takes us out of the monotony. It's like a mini-vacation. The vacation spot isn' t Hawaii or Paris, it's more
like central Nebraska: flat and boring, but
plenty of fresh air. Nevertheless, the view
is different, and that can be stimu lating.
Another aspect of the class that I like
is the diversity of students. I have been
taking classes with the same group of people since I transferred here in 200 I.
Seni or Seminar helps me realize that
there is a community within Columbia
that I belong to. As corny as that sounds,
that's how I fe lt when I walked into class.
As I sat there with fresh faces around me,
I felt like a freshman again. I felt like I
was at the beginning of my journey with
much to learn.
But the problem is that I'm not learning anything new.

It's kind of like Foundations of
Computer Applications. FOCA is a
required class that teaches students how to
check their e-mail and use Microsoft
Office.
Although some people need this education, not everybody does. The class should
exist, but it shouldn't be mandatory.
But at least you can test out of FOCA.
Senior Seminar is a helpful class, but
seniors should not be required to take it.
It is not worth the time or money.
Senior Seminar is a three-credit
course. Maybe I wouldn't mind so much
if it were only one credit. But at the cost
of $457 a credit hour (which is what mine
comes out to), I am paying $1,371.
That's a lot of money.
I realize from the ris ing tuition cost,
hidden charges and added fees that
Columbia doesn't want to lose out on that
extra cash. So, I wouldn' t dare suggest
we cut those few credits from the graduation cred it requirement.
But, we should be able to choose what
we want to learn with that money. After
all, we're seniors, right?
If we are supposedly at a point in our
journey where we need to reflect on ourselves, and how to prepare for the
inevitable career, then what better way
than to have an extra elective?
An added slot-reward if you will-to
fill as we please.
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Expression is hard with Bush's suppression
Jason Clemence
Massachusetts Daily Collegian
(U-WIRE) AMHERST, Mass.-On
Monday, Feb. 24, Saddam Hussein challenged ·P resident Bush to a te levised
debate on the issues concerning Bush's
. propose9 war. Saddam envis ioned an
exchange of ideas and arguments simi lar
to the form used for the pres idential
debate. The 8ush administration swiftly
renounced the idea, and spokesman Ari
Fleischer stated, "This is not a serious
issue ... there is no debating his need to
disarm."
In one narrow-minded sentence, the
United States has not only disseminated
its pedagogical stance on what Iraq does
or does not need to do, but also blithely
rejected a rational potential solution to the
conflict between American and Iraqi
interests. When one leader advocates a
peaceful exchange of ideas and the other
dismisses it and prepares a massive military invasion, it is not difficult to realize
which of the two is the real fascist.
Two weeks ago, groups of peaceful
and well-organized people assembled in
large cities around the wor ld to protest
military action against Iraq. They demon-

strated that a significant percentage of the deviancy, fake mi ll ionaires and would-be
human race, Americans included, does not singers.
approve of Bush's aggression. The
These frivolous televised distractions
protests were given scant coverage by the are not coincidental.
History has not been kind to leaders
mainstream media outlets.
Bush acknowledged these demonstra- who go to war amongst massive dissent.
tions: "Size of protest, it's like deciding, Opposition to war on Iraq is nearing the
well, I' m going to decide policy based intensity that was prevalent at th e height
upon a focus group." Apparently it is no · of Vietnam, and the war hasn't even
longer the duty of the American president begun ye\.
A few years from now, Saddam 's
to take the opinions of his citizens into
regime may be toppled. We may have our
account.
And a few weeks before the protests, own oppressive government installed in
Laura Bush cancelled a poetry event at the Iraq, allowing us unlimited access to its
White House after learning that many of various desirable resources. America may
the poets planned to read anti-war materi- be basking in peace and economic stimulation, lauding George Bush for his eageral.
The impending, seemingly inevitable ness to go to war.
But in the long run, problems will
war with Iraq has become such a singlemindedly pursued goal of the Bush arise. Which major American city will be
administration that it has blocked, cen- the first to be struck by vengeful guerilla
sored and disregarded any form of ration- warfare? Will we maintain our hold on
al discourse that might indicate just how Iraq amid the millions of people in that
region who will despise us and regard us
wrong it is.
Instead of watching a televised debate as evil despots? Will our allies, who have
between the leader of the free world and so strongly discouraged Bush from his
the leader of the country he wishes to con- war horse, have any sympathy for us?
It's not too late to expose this war as
quer, which would be an enlightening
milestone in global politics, the masses the imperialist sham that it is, but with the
will continue to be pacified by mind- Bush administration doing everything it
numbing programs involving Michael can to suppress dissenting speech, it may
Jackson's justifi cation for his latest be difficult.

Bonnie Booth
Assistant Faculty Adviser
The Columbia Chronicle is a student-produced publication of Columbia College
Chicago and does not necessarily represent, in whole or in part, the views of
Columbia College administrators, faculty
or students.
Columbia Chronicle articles, photos and
graphics are the property of the Columbia
Chronicle and may not be reproduced or
published without written permission from
the staff editors or faculty adviser.
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COWMBIA'S VOICES
OASIS a ~ood .
concept,out
needs major work
Like many students at
Columbia, I have been clamoring
since my arrival here from
Southwest Texas State University
for a better means of on line registration and grade review. Many
colleges and universities around
the United States and the world
(including SWT) had such systems as long as four years ago,
and finally Columbia has succumbed to student demand and
implemented its own system,
known as OASIS.
According to a Feb. 17
Chronicle anicle, OASIS "wi ll
cost about $3 million." Even
though I personally will only get
to utilize the new system for a
single semester, I am very excited
for future students.
C urrently, students must wait
while faculty members, brought
in on their time off, are forced to
operate the o ldest computers I've
ever seen in use at an educational
institution and work through an
absurd series of text-based interfaces to register students.
I remember the first time, and
every subsequent time, I've sat
through registration, I've been
ashamed that my school sti ll
impl ements something so o ld

when it has systems over a
decade newer sitting just feet
away.
Regardless, OASIS is here,
the past is behind us and, low and
behold I, along with every other
Columbia student, received a personalized username and password in the mail this past month.
So, I am going to take a
moment to share with you my
experience with OASIS thus far.
First, I fully realize that
Dorothy Dare, project manager
of OAS IS, was quoted as say ing
in the Feb. 17 issue of the
Chronicle that " it's impottant to
note that it's going to roll out in
stages." Meaning that the system
is hardly funct ioning as of yet,
but that usernames and passwords are going to be sent out to
students so they can access the
incomplete system.
Regardless of if the system is
near completion, I must say that I
am hardly impressed, and even a
bit worried on behalf of
Columbia if this is in fact the
"answer" to our online registration/community needs.
As of now, if one logs onto
OASIS, you will find and locate a
number of helpful tools, and not
be able to locate a set of other
promised tools that must be in
development. This is to be
expected.
However, there are a number
of things that need to be brought

to somebody's attention immediately because there is currently
no administration or policing of
OASIS. This leads to the potential of spam being posted on the
message boards and scores of
questions that are falling on deaf
ears.
The issues that I am bringing
up in this letter are ones that are
already being echoed on the
OASIS message boards, and
which I had intended to post there
originally, but because of server
errors, I was not able to post even
once.
First there is the issue of security. You have given everyone
random usemame and password
combinations (both shott and
numeric-only) and have expected
us to remember and protect them.
However, we cannot change them
once we log in. I cannot stress to
you enough how unsafe a sixnumber password accompanied
with a five-number usemame is.
I myse lf, who have never
hacked for a single moment of
my life, have discovered how to
hack the username/ password
combinations for the OASIS email system, provided that I
know a student's first and last
name, and birth date.
It is disheartening to see that
the area of OASIS, the iMail system, which should be one of the
most secure aspects of OASIS, is
so effonlessly penetrated. Please

realize that, without a change,
this system will be used malic iously. As a test l logged in
using my girlfriend's (also a
Columbia
student)
e-mail
account 1Jnder her supervision
and managed to successfully
send an e-ma il to my home
account. Imagine if my intent
was different? A birth date is not
that hard to come by.
There are a number of other
posts to the OASIS message
boards very s imilar to the one
mentioned above with no administrative reply. People need help
using the system and there is no
help, despite the fact that we have
already been given access.
l could honestly write a 20page site audit on the current
flaws in usability and interface
design for OASIS as it exists in
its current state. But because it is
"still in progress," l will wait
until the site is complete. In the
meantime however, l will share
four shon comments:

I. The top of OASIS has been
emblazoned with two horribly
compressed, incorrectly cropped
images. A first month interactive
multimedia or graphic design student at Columbia could provide
you with better graphics.
2. When you resi7.e the window, the page often refreshes
itself to a different page. This is a

l ook for more opinions
online at
www.ColumbiaChronicle.com

Jolin WesUChronicle

whole new level of confusing
functionality I've never encountered before.
3. Users cannot change .username or passwords.

4. When a user clicks on
"help" there is nothing but a
blank d irectory.
The more l attempt to use the
system, the more l realize that it
is, perhaps, not at all intended for
actual use. The available tools
are clunky, at best, and not at all
what I would expect for the
amount of funds spent. It is my
very deepest hope that I am
jumping the gun here, and that
all of these issues have already
been raised and addressed by the
appropriate staff members at
Columbia.
My final question then is,
why have the students already
been notified by mail, and why
have you so eagerly linked the
OASIS site from the official
Columbia website when it is
nowhere near usable?
I hope this letter initiates necessary changes, and that someone is soon given the job of
OASIS administrator in order to
answer the multitude of questions that await answers.

- Christopher J obson!Senior,
Interactive M ultimedia

The Chronicle
. would like to hear.
from you.
Submit your
thoughts on anything you read in
the Chronicle in a
letter to the editor:
E-mail us at
chronicle@colum.edu

The Columbia Chronicle photo poll
Question: Who has been your most Influential teacher at Columbia?

Sharon Hehana
Senior/Ma~zine .lournalbm

l<ohctt 1\rnoldt:
lli•:tory of the I%()~

" It\ the tim time I didn't

rni~'"

(t

c ia"~!"

Scnior/Mu~lc Uuslnc~s

l.nurcn McLain
.Junior!FoHhlun Mcrchundl,ing

Ashley Mckinney
Sophomorc/lllustratiun

Mike Lo11ez
Junior/Fine Art

John Stevenson:
20th century philosophy

Jerome Svec:
Fashion l'ruduct Evuluution

Phil Oerkrnun:

21> Design

Michuc l Bnrlow:
Dmwing 'll

" l ie helped me get more
involved in activist cuuscs ."

" li e hud su much knuwlcd!:!C
un the subject."

" li e wus open-minded nnd
took di ITcrcnt npprouchcs to
urt."

"l ie mude me tllke n ditl'erent
nppronch to druwing. I renlly
improved."

Aaron Lorence
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Meet the Family...
Generous discounts for Higher Education customers make the outstanding new PowerBook family a strong value.

~mallest,lightest full-featured notebook

The world's first 17" notebook computer
miraculously engineered into a stunning 1" thin pa(kage.

The ground breaking 15" PowerBook G4, now
available with the DVD·burning SuperDrive.

Sta rting at $1,699.00

Starting at $3,149.00

Starting at $2,199.00

The new 12" PowerBook ·-·· the world's

... and the Relatives.
Apple's Higher Education discounts extend to our entire product line, including the award-winning iPod and stylish iMac.

r

,

·--N#~~..W.uANN>O·;,,;.;.;,;,,,

•

iPod

eMac

iBook

iMac

Power Mac

Starting at $269.00

Starting at $929.00

Starting at $949.00

Starting at $1,249.00

Starting at $1 ,449.00

And the Higher Education discount from Apple is not just good for hardwa re, but all the software you need as well.

Keynote

Microsoft Office v. X

Keynote mai<es it a snup to cwatP. cumpP.lli,g
pn!So.:"ntcitio~;s wilh plofE·~~iorml-<:a!ibt!r thHme~.
;md beautiful c.harts and table-s.

A fully native program designed spec•fkally forMa;.: OS X
th~t harnesses the power of Office, the simplicity of
Macintosh. J:"'d !hi?' it~bility of UNIX. Office v.X is
cornp;tt lbl,? with Offlt:t! XP fm Mi<rt)iOft Window!<..

Edu<otion Price • $79.00

Education Pri<e • 5199.95

ta20r·sha!p text.cinematl<.-qu,:,lhy ltansitions,

····-···-----··-···

Final Cut Express

ilife

Wh~!the1 you'r,~ .c.

diHit,•i .;!dt!O enthu~.iast, a ~rnitll
business video developer, or an event videographer,
Apple's new feature·nch OV ed:tlng software is
designed for yoll.

See whJt happens when you •ake four best-of-breed
rr.trltirnP.dia "PPiicution.s ..... iftlnl'~. iPhmo, iMovic:, .ar.d

Educ•tlon Prlco • $249.00

Education Price • $49.00

iDVO .... m'ld intl!q r.W:' th,~t1 l ~o lh.u tht:y wnrk tn~lt;"'thl!f
Wftrnlc.:•!.!.ly.

The Apple Store@ Columbia College
Get your student discount at:

623 S. Wabash, Suite 205
Phone: 312.344.8MAC
http://www.colum.edu/applestore/
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Scholarship Fund

Applications are now available for this
unique scholarship program.

Scholarship winners receive:

•Grants
up to $3,000 to help complete projects in
all fields of the arts and communications

• Opportunities
to work with leading professional in
.lticngo' 'OJmnunica tions indu try

• Spring Showcase
in the llokin Cnllery
Lt·w·rr nrnn· nnd pit ·k "I'

1111

upplil'utinn by \'it'iting:

S r~~tl t • fll At ·li\'ilit ·~ & l .t·ndt•t'l'hip
c.:l:l S. \\ 'u l u •~h - Sui1t· :H:I

:I I:! :I-H-7-+!l1)

ll11k i11 ( :n lh ·l'it ·~
c.:l:l S. \\'nhwth • 1 ~-tl Flnut'
( : l mt~ ( :ur·tniu Gnllt•t'Y
1111-+ S. ~ nllll!th • li4t Ffunt•
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AVEDA INSTITUTE
CHICAGO
2828 NORTH CLARK STREET
START FRESH WITH CAREER TRAINING AT AVEDA.

Step into a career that rewards your creative talent, and
recogn izes wellness and environmental awareness as
important values. Aveda can train you toward licensing in
sa lon/spa cosmet ology and esthetics-each a field of pure
and growing promise. Business skills, retailing knowledge
and an appreciation for well-being of mind and body round
out your curriculum for success. Be inspired. Feel welcomed.
Call the A veda Institute Chicago at 773-289.156o. Make a
change today • next Cosmetology class starting April 15, 2003
and June 24, 2003!

where can you go next
with aveda?

Take a break ,
from exams!

Students:
Would you like an opportunity to
participate in the selection of leadership in
the

School for Media Arts?

Get birth control without getting naked!
Come In for a consultation and get birth control without a
pelvic exam.
And now through the end of March, bring this ad to our Loop
Health Center and receive a free pack of pills, N uvarlng• ,
or a dozen condoms at the time ofyourvlsltJ (Cost of office
visit not Included)

Planned Parenthood
Loop Health Center
18 S. Michigan Ave. 6th Floor

YQU

are invited

Public Presentations
given by the Candidates for Dean

to the

of

THE SCHOOL OF MEDIA ARTS

where: Music Center Concert Hall

1014 S. Michigan

Call first for an appointment

312-592-6700
Only

one coupon per cusaomer . Offer expires Ma«:h 31, 2003

F.11 Planned Parenthood(!)
~ chicago area

time:

3:30 to 4:30 pm

names' and dates:

david sachsman, monday, feb. 1oth
e. lincoln james, monday, feb. 17th
stuart sigman, monday, feb. 24th
doreen bartoni, monday, march 3rd
'candidates' bios can be obtained at the Library front desk.
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You are cordially invited to an exhibition of work by Columbia
College Senior Seminar graduates
Senior Seminar Program
33 E. Congress, Suite 420 & 404
Opening reception: March 19th from 5-8 pm - Performances at 6:30 pm
Exhibit hours (M-F) 10-5 or by appointment
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Weisman scholarship art
0

Exhibit in Hokin Gallery displays
scholarship fund's recipients' work
By Michael Hlrtzer
A&E Editor

Brian MorowczynskVChronide

The Albert P. Weisman Memorial Scholarship Exhibition
runs through March 15 in the Hokin Gallery.

Various techniques and themes permeate this year's Albert P. Weisman
Memorial Scholarship Exhibition in
the Hokin Gallery.
Kyle Higgins' small installation in
the front of the gallery has a homemade book connected by a metal chain
to a podium of bricks. Using color
photographs and some text, the book
documents Cabrini Green, the housing
projects on the city's Northwest Side.
In fact, the podium's bricks are from a
demolished complex at 11 58 N.
Cleveland Ave.
There are several other documentary
projects, like a selection from
"America: First People, New People,
Forgotten People," which evokes the
struggles ofNative Americans. A series
of black-and-white portraits of Muslim
women wearing hijabs, or headscarves,
by Theresa Berdocci is another striking
arrangement in the front of the gallery.
The Alfred P. Weisman Scholarship,
an award of up to $3,000, funded all
the works. Founded in 1974, the
scho larship is available to all

Columbia students and is one of the
general scholarships offered through
the college.
The expansive, if not somewhat random, exhibition is a testament to the
artist as a fund-raiser, proposal writer
or, in this case, scholarship recipient.
After all, the starving artist is a mystique. Being an artist is hardly a typical full-time job, but grants and schol- .
arships help artists produce works that
wouldn't be possible otherwise.
One such example is Irena
Knezevic's plaster work entitled "A
Life ofTemporary Relief." It works on
two levels; one being that grants and
funding are only temporary aid,
enough help to get by for awhile, and
the other being exhibition goers, who
can forget about their daily troubles
briefly to ponder a work of art.
The Weisman exhibition, which
runs through March 15, also features
paper and bookmaking works, such as
Jessica Spring's "Spiceography"
charts constructed with homemade
paper and Kristie Kahns' "Surreality
Chapter One: Following Alice," a
homemade book and Best in Show
selection.
The book contains highly stylized

photographs of a woman in and about
the city, as if it was Alice's
Wonderland, using the el tunnel as the
famed rabbit hole.
Over by the barstools, there's a
small composition of elemental photographs Stacy Oborn took in places
she found in the one-mile radius of
her home and school. Toward the
back near the windows, Camila
Olarte's two photographs are soft,
natural and somewhat erotic. Similar
in mood to Olarte 's work is a warmcolored oil on canvas by Dee Dee
Seacci.
The exhibition also includes part of
an installation utilizing old shoe soles
entitled "Traces," C. Joel Beaman's
pinhole photography and a large dominating inkjet print on aluminum of a
man climbing in the rafters of a medical room called "Uninsured."
However scattered the works may
seem, they still serve as a snapshot of
the art Columbia students are producing right now.
The deadline for next ·year's
Weisman scholarship is April 7.
Applications are available in the
Student Activities Office, Room 313,
623 S. Wabash Ave.

Thanks for everything, neighbor
By Hal Boedeker
Knight Ridder Newspapers
(KRT) Orlando, Fla.-Pause for a
moment today and remember all the people
who have helped you along. Mister Rogers
would Iike that.
''No one of us gets to be a competent adult
without other people taking an interest in us,
without loving us," he used to say.
For more than 30 years, Fred Rogers
helped millions of children and parents with
the lessons of love, kindness and friendship
he delivered on public television's "Mister
Rogers' Neighborhood" That sprawling and
appreciative population now mourns him.
Rogers died early Feb. 27 of cancer at his
Pittsburgh home. He was 74. He had been
diagnosed with stomach cancer shortly lifter
the holidays, family spokesman David
Newell said.
Rogers met his wife, Joanne, when' they
were both music majors at Rollins College in
Winter Park, Fla. In 1991, the college laid a
stone in his honor in its Walk of Fame, right
outside the house where he lived as a student.
His death was the top story on morning
news programs. "He created a safe place for
kids on TV," said Harry Smith of CBS' "The
Early Show."
He is survived "by his wife, Joanne; two
sons, two grandsons and millions of grateful
neighbors,"' Katie Couric said on NBC's
"Today."
Diane Sawyer of ABC's "Good Morning
America" said she hoped the 900 episodes
of his show would run forever and recalled
the special treat of interviewing him.
"When he'd come to the studio, he would
end it always by hugging you, hugging
members of the crew and saying, 'Think
about what you're doing today' to remind
everybody this isn't just a job. It's your life
you're creating," Sawyer said.
The ordained Presbyterian minister tried
to reach the best in his audiences. During a
1997 awards ceremony in Los Angeles, he
received a career achievement award from
the nation's television critics.
He followed a dirty joke by Drew Carey
and several giddy acceptance speeches with
a story about a monastery where the number
of monks dwindled. The problem: Success
replaced love.
"I realize more and more that even if we

do all the right things in television scripting longtime friend "the epitome of a gentle spir- House and the Daytime Emmy Awards,
and production and editing and promotion, it" and a great ambassador for the school. Rogers asked audiences to remember "the
even if we should deliver the perfect prO: Rogers had known about the stomach cancer extra special people" who had helped them.
gram that everybody in the world would see, at the end of last year, Sinclair added, but He asked for a half-minute of silence.
" I' ll watch the time," he would say.
if we don't have love for the people we're · went ahead with his duties as grand marshal
People would laugh, then grow silent. Many
working with and the audiences we're of the Tournament of Roses Parade.
Sinclair recalled that he found both of his would be in tears later.
working for, our whole industry will some"Wherever they are, how pleased the peochildren bouncing on the TV icon's knees durday dwindle," Rogers told the audience.
"Love and success, always in that order. ing a visit to the Sinclair home. "I like children ple you've been thinking about must be," he
said afterward. "My hunch is, that besides
much better than adults," Rogers said.
It's that simple and that difficult," he said.
"Through his kindness, he educated all of me, there are many others in this life whO'
He followed that approach on his program, which was produced from 1968 to us on what it was like to be accepting," often think about you and all that you've
2000 at WQED, the Pittsburgh public televi- Sinclair said. "He liked everyone just the done for them."
Millions are pausing now for another reaway they were."
sion station.
In later years, in appearances at the White son: Thank you, Mister Rogers.
The last first-run episode of "Mister
Rogers' Neighborhood" was made in
December 2000, but didn't air until August
2001.
He was much loved everywhere. His
sweet singing of the show's theme ("jt's a
beautiful day in this neighborhood"), his
cardigan sweater and his gentle v.oice
delighted young viewers and reassured parents that there was an oasis of beauty in an
increasingly coarse medium.
"His legacy will be that he made millions of chi ldren feel safe and comforted in
a time when so much of the bombardment
of the media is overwhelming," said Linda
Ellerbee.
The veteran newswoman, who has won
acclaim for her Nick News programs,
called Rogers a wonderful example. "For
everything that we all agree is bad about
televis ion and children, he was the good of
it," Ellerbee said. "Nothing is as bad as he
was good."
Audiences serenaded Rogers wherever he
went. One of his · sweaters hangs at the
Smithsonian. Eddie Murphy spoofed him
with "Mister Robinson's Neighborhood," a
"Saturday Night Live" skit that Mister
Rogers enjoyed.
Beyond the trappings and fame, "Mister
Rogers' Neighborhood" touched on serious
themes, from war to love to feelings. He was
gratified to hear parents, who grew up with
the program, say they were sharing it with
their children.
"If those parents can, through watching
again, recapture some of their own childhood, that's going to help them be in tune
with their children and their growth,"
AP Photo
Rogers said in 1997.
John Sinclair, chair of the Music
TV's beloved Fred Rogers (pictured her in 1969) died Feb. 27 of cancer at his home.
Department at Rollins College, called his
The last episode of 'Mister Rogers' Neighborhood' aired in August 2001.
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Adler launches into CyberSpace
By Stephanie Sarto
Assistant A&E Editor
"Can you hear me now?" That's what I suspect people will be asking astronauts in space because in the near future the Adler
Planetarium, 1300 S. Lakeshore Dri ve, is launching its new
CyberSpace Gallery.
What is a CyberSpace Gallery? According to CyberSpace coordina-.
tor Freddy Atkins, it's "a museum piece that is an interactive exhibit.
You can go into space using computers, watch videos, learn from different schools using distance learning."
Giant plasma screens, virtua l rea lity stations, projectors for video
conferencing and eerie neon lig hts inhabit the Star Trek look-alike
gallery. The CyberSpace Gallery is a revolutionary way to break the
scientific and technology barriers when studying certain aspects of
space. According to the planetarium's website, "telecasts can be
received and transmitted all over the world, ensuring that current and
ground-breaking astronomical discoveries are presented to the public
as they happen." The technology allows students to explore certain
issues in-depth that may not be covered in the c lassroom.

Photo courtesy of Adler Planetarium

The gallery boasts new technology that includes Internet modems that
are 2, 700 times faster than household modems.

Film Review

Nobel-winning
novelist Toni
Morrison
works Qn
new opera
0 Opera to be based
on Margaret Garner,
subject of 'Beloved'

DETROIT (AP)-Nobel Prize·
winning novelist Toni Morriscin
is co llaborating on an opera
Photo courtesy of Adler Planetarium
based on the life of an escaped
The new CyberSpace Gallery features state-of-the-art technology with
slave who tried to kill her family
virtual reality stations and s atellite communication with astronauts. ·
to avert a return to captivity.
Michigan Opera Theatre and
The $2.2 mi llion gallery is separated into three areas: the
opera co mpanies in Philadelphia
CyberSpace classroom, the CyberSpace Distance Learning Studio and
and C incinnati commissioned
the CyberSpace Inforrnal Gallery Space. People can experience the
the work by Morrison and
adrenaline rush of a space shuttle lift-off or have direct communicaAmerican composer Richard
tion with astronauts in outer space.
· Danielpour. The opera will pre·
The objective behind this technology-driven haven is to create a
miere at the Detroit Opera
gallery, which can keep up with the constantly changing world oftechHouse in May 2005.
nology.
·
Mezzo-soprano Denyce Graves
"A perrnanent museum exhibit is, well, perrnanent. It will be there . is to sing the title role, Margaret
forever," Atkins said. " If you invest $5 m illion into a Mars exhibit, and
Gamer.
the next day we land on Mars and we're completely wrong. We just
"Margaret Gamer," is based on
wasted $5 million, and have to spend more money to fix that probGamer's flight from Kentucky to
lem."
the free state of Ohio in 1856.
The .interactive CyberSpace Gallery allows for flexibility. Atkins
The
story
also
inspired
said, "Change can come with a keystroke."
Morrison's 1987 novel Beloved.
This month the Adler Planterium features the moon and all the past
When s lave-hunters tracked
missions. The CyberSpace Gallery is expected to feature the world of down Gamer, her husband and
aliens this summer.
children, she slit her baby
For more information, call the Adler Planetarium at (312) 922-7827
daughter 's throat as part of a
or visit www.adlerplanetarium.org.
thwarted attempt to kill the family to avert a return to slavery.
She was found guilty of
"destroying property"
and
returned to slavery.
"I wanted a work that had genuine resonance for Detroit,"
Michigan Opera Theatre Gerl'eral
Director David DiChiera told
The Detroit News. About 83 percent of Detroit's 950,000 people
are black.
T he estimated cost of $1.2
million to $1.6 million is being
shared e qually by Michigan
Opera Theatre, the C incinnati
Opera and the Opera Company
of Philadelphia. Performances
in Cincinnati a nd Philadelphia
will follow.
Four years ago, Graves told
Di Chiera about an opera o n
Garner tha t she had been dis-·
cussing with Morri son and
Da n ie lpo ur. T he writer and
composer had colla borated on
a song cyc le for soprano
Jessye Norman.
"T his opera is based on the
belief that we all belong to the
same human family, and this is
what happens when we forget," Dame Ipour, 46, to ld the
Detroit Free Press. " It's not
just about s lavery a lone.
Slavery is a metaphor.
"The ripples that have
occ urred over the last 140 yeais
arc still being fe lt."
Morrison, 71, won the 1988
Pulitzer Prize for Beloved and
the 1993 Nobel Prize for literature. Slnvery is n theme in much
of her work.
In n 1998 CBS episode of"60
Minutes," Morrison told how
courtesy of IFC I
the burning of her childhood
home, in nn cflbrt to fon:e her
Glenn Clo11 1t11'1 In 'The S1lety of Object1,' which opena In theatel'l
fiunily out, ntTccted her view of
M1rch 7.
the: world.
strul!l!ling to let her son J!O while lines nrc the richest ; their conncc·
"With very few c:~:ceptions, I
mukinJ! sense or lite's unexpected lion is the stn>nJ!cSt 11nd the flush·
J'c:cl tlmt white people will betf11
tums. (Note to tu1yone thinkinJ! of bucks to l'uul 's nccident lire whut
m thnt in the flnnl nnnlysis,
seeinl! this movie for Jush1111 helps move the 111m nlong.
they'll glv~o~ me up." she said.
Jnckson: Stuy home nml wutdl
"I'm not tryh~ to dcmoni~ the
"Creek" rentn.~ tx:cuuse his llllll·
white rtlcc. It s j ust 11 kind of
Tht Slftty
comnlosc scenes nrc minlmnl.)
cunsttult vl11lhmcc 1111d ~~ areof Objtctl
Uut, hecuusc the 111m tries to
Pllllt.)
nc~~ thnt m~b\1 thcs~o~ 1'\lladon·
cover ull lour lhmllles, some or the
ships 1:1111 j ust ~0 fllr."
Run Tlmt: 121 Mlnutta
chuructel'll nnd story lines urc loll
Other novels by Murtlson art
Rltlld: R
undeveloped nnd huvc u su\x:rtlclul
1'ht HIH~tst b).'ft, So~~g of
, ..turtno: Glenn Clotl, Denno~ Sult~muH,
feel to them. Olvcnthc nmn llJtl llmo
Skin,
BuftV and
Mulronty 1nc1 Joehue Jackeon
uf' 12 1 minutes, the Jlhn mny hnvo
Juu .
Olreotor: ROM Troche
been bcltor on· focll8hll! on the llold
nnd Jotmlnp llunlllo~. '111olr story

Not a typical family affair
By K. Ryann Zalewski
Assistant A&E Editor
Based on short stories by A.M.
Homes, The Safoty of Objects presents four fam ilies who are connected by more than just proximity.
There is Esther Gold (Glenn
'Close), taking care of her musician
son, Paul (Joshua Jackson of
"Dawson's Creek"), who's in a
·coma Esther's role as caretaker has
left her estranged from her husband
and teenage daughter, Julie (Jessica
Campbell).
Esther is upset with Annette
Jennings (Patricia Clarkson) over
Annette's relationship with Paul
before his accident. Annette is
struggling through a di vorce and
rais ing her two daughters Sam
(Kristen Stewart) and Rayannc
(llaylee Wanstall), who has behavioral problems.
·me other two families, the Tr-.tins
and the Chm1iansons, arc having
marital problems. Lawyer Jim Train
(l)(:rmol Mulr(Jfl(.-yj and his wife
SU'larl (Moira Kelly) arc growing
apwt lx:<..aw.c of Jim 's long work

hours. Because the Trains are
focused on repairing their relationship, they don't notice the unhealthy
obsession their son Jake (Alex
House) has with his sister's doll. The
Christiansons seem to be the typical
couple who have ignored their marriage while raising their children.
And into this mix of families, add
Randy (Timothy Olyphant) an old
friend of Paul's and the neighborhood lawn care guy.
If this sounds like another
American Beauty, it isn't.
Altho ugh both films are set in suburbia and deal with some of the
same issues-infidelity, strained
relationships between parents and
ch ildren, and dissatisfactioneach present very different views
of their characters. Where
American Beauty was cynical, The
Safety ofObjects is sympthetic.
The only dark humor comes
from Jake Train's relationship with
Tani, his s i~1er's doll. But this story
line is overused and loses iL~ humor
halfway through.
The acting of the ensemble cast
is excellent, but the stando ut is
C lose. She is amazing as a mother

liil=.
L:!.l

PhWI coor1My ot

(J.eft to Right) Timothy Olyph1nt 1nd dlrtctor Ro11 Troche on the 111 of
thtlr TlfW 111m 'Tilt llftty of Object•.'
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INVITE YOU AND AGUEST TO ASPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING!
''A TERRIFIC, SAVW,
FULLY FELT COMEDY! "
-Owen Gleiberman, ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY

"****

A MASTERPIECE OF
FEEL-GOOD COMEDY. "

- SUNDAY EXPRESS

" THE MOST GLORIOUSLY
QUIRKY AND DELIGHTFULLY
FEEL-GOOD BRITISH MOVIE
SINCE 'BI Y ELLIOT.' " · \.,. ,
-THE MIRROR •

•,:• ,"
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IN THEATRES THIS
Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building) and pick up a complimentary pass
(good for two) to attend a special screening of ~I)-- on
BEaCHAM

Tuesday, March 11th at the AMC River East 21 .
Passes are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis. One pass per person. No purchase necessary.
Employees of all promotional partners, their agencies and those who have received a pass within the last 90 days are not elltlib

IN

THEATERS

WEDNESDAY,

MARCH

12TH!
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Soul-stirring Power
By Usa Skoczen
Staff Writer
On her new album, You Are Free,
Chan Marshall (aka Cat Power), the
PJ Harvey-esque singer/songwriter,
features songs that are catchy and
melodic backed by a rhythmic mix of
guitar and percussion.
Her vocals are similar not only to
Harvey, but also Liz Phair- maybe
even a subtle Courtney Love, but her
demeanor is low-key and chaste.
Though Marshall is not considered
mainstream, she is by no means a
newcomer to the music scene. You Are
Free, her sixth album, is a cathartic
journey of an indie rock singer's inner
struggle with love, loss, insecurity,
society and stardom.
Marshall's first album, an EP called
Dear Sir, came out in 1995. She fo llowed with several more albums and
compilations, all on Matador Records.
The pinnacle of her career came with
1998's Moon Pix.
A Geo rgia native, with a hippy
mother and pianist father, Marshall
lived like a nomad trave ling extensively, even living with a 1970s band
called Mother's Finest when she was a
child. She picked up the guitar when
she was 19-years-old and formed Cat
Power the following year. Her influences range from Hank Williams to
Patti Smith to Sonic Youth.
The 14-track album, You Are Free,
delves into a personal journey soaked
in melancholy and hope. The lead
track, " I Don't Blame You," is comparable to Norah Jones with its jazzy
piano melody.
The song " Free" is a haunting, pop
ballad, juxtaposing electric and
acoustic guitar. The power chords
slide rawly across the strings before a
hypnotic electric guitar riff kicks -in at
the end. Marshall advises: "Don't be
in love with the autograph I just be in
love when you scream that song all
night long."
"Good Woman" is an ethereal love
ballad with backing violin adding a

CALL FOR WORK
FROM COLUMB I A CO L LEGE CH I CAGO

STUDENT WOMEN ARTISTS
CELEBRATING ART ABOUT WOMEN BY WOMEN

ALL MEDIA ENCOURAGED
c•spaces presents...
Cat Power's 'You Are Free' album was
released Feb. 18.
country/ folk element. This song is not
for the weak-hearted. Eddie Vedder,
grunge guru and lead singer of Pearl
Jam, croons backup vocals on this
track and "Evolution."
You Are Free also features the Foo
Fighter's Dave Grohl, who adds his
feathery percussion talent to the
tracks "Speak for Me," "He War" and
"Shaking Paper."
"Speak for Me," an electric anthem,
has Marshall questioning her identity
and place in a surreal and transforming world. " What's next I'm out of
time losing my touch I can't feel," she
sings during the piano-laden chorus.
"He War" paints a picture of an
army marching to the beat of pulsating
drums backed by racing, urgent guitar
riffs and delicate, soothing piano.
The only cover on the album is
blues man John Lee Hooker's "Keep
On Runnin, "' a folktale with a gloomy
chorus: "Why you keep on running?
Baby, settle down. "
Marshall's echoing voice is full of
pain; the voice shivers, yearning to be
free. You Are Free is an ecclectic
album soothing to the soul and heavy
on the mind.
Cat Power will be performing at the
Abbey Pub, 3420 W. Grace St., on
March 8 and 9. Tickets are $/5. For
more information, call the Abbey Pub
at (773) 478-4408.

MULIEBRAL
1. The state of being a woman. ?· Femininity.
3. The characteristics or qualities of a woman.
(From latin Muliebris, womanly, from Mulier, a woman.)

Miguel Migs bares it all
By Stephanie Sarto
Assistant A&E Editor
• The latest trend in the club and
dance scene is the chill-out compilation. They're popping up everywhere, almost like the NOW That's
What I Call Music COs of the dance
culture. One of the latest compilations, released Feb. II, is the muchanticipated Bare Essentials Volume
2, mixed by 29-year-old OJ and prpducer
Miguel
Migs
(aka
Petalpusher).
Since the label was create d in 1999
the mission behind Naked Music
recordings is to " release forwardthinking, urban soul music from a
dive rse roster of up-and-coming
artists," according to the label 's website.
Migs likes to·incorporate a lot of
the West Coast deep house flavor
into his tracks. His background in
guitar, percussion, keyboards and
bass are influential in this se lect ion
of chunky, broken beats and ski ll fu l
percussion in the background, overlaid with si lky smooth vocals. But,
seven of the 13 tracks have been prev ious ly released, which seems like a
rip-off.
The
new
tracks
include :
Aquanote's "Nowhere (C razy P's
Heatwave
Mix),"
Kaskade's
"Brighter Day (Quant Remix)" and
"Rely On Me" by Petalpusher. A lot
of them sounded the s ame. When I
closed my.eyet, it was as if I was lis·
tening to the same so ng over and
over. I didn't really hear much of a
differentiation of indiv idual musical
1tylc. There were on ly a few songs
that I could actually tolerate.

EXHIBITION OATES:

• March 20 - April 12, 2003
• Hokin Gallery 623 S. Wabash, Chicago
DROP Off SUBMISSIONS:

• March 10 - 14 9am-7pm at the Hokin Gallery
• 2D & 3D, Installation proposals & Film/Video
Exhi.bition curated by Kathryn l ovesky & Company
Miguel Mlga' mix CD, 'Bart Eaaentiala 2,'
waa released on Feb. 11.
Andy Caldwell's "All I Need (CJ
One Remix) " be~ins like any club
track, a combinataon of single snare,
bass and high hat to a 4/4 beat. From
there it builds with more percuss ion
and every few measure s a new layer,
instrument/sound, is added on top.
The combination of soothing vocals
and an infectious beat attracts the listener to the dance floor.
This really wouldn't be my choice
of music if I had to listen to it. I like
Euro or hard house- the booty
s hak in' mus ic in c lubhead terms. I
identify more with OJ Caffeine, OJ
Pyscho Bitch, Bad Boy Bill, Paul
Oakenfold, Pau l van Dy k and others.
llowcver, this compilation CD is
great for unwinding after a long day
at work or after a night of partying
way too hard. You may even get
youne lf in the "mood." Dim the
lights, chill a bottle of wine, llsht
some vanilla-scented cand les or
incenu, and pop In Bare Essentials
Volumt~ 2- you' ll be g lad yo u did .

P ERFORMANCE EVENING:

• Thursday, April 10, 7pm - 1Opm
P ERFORMANCE AUDITIONS AT THE HOKIN ANNEX:

• No longer than 5 minutes
• March 4 & 5, 7-9pm or March 10, 12-Spm
• Please bring performance resume, video
and or artist stat<~ment if you have it.
• Contact jtnewman@hotmail.com to

schedule audition time.
Performance cumted by J.T. Newman
Q UESTIONSI

Please Call 312/344-7696
www.colum.edu/hokin

•• ·(J/1- .•
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Fashion hits hif!h and tow
notes at the Grammys
By K. Ryann Zalewski
Assistant A&E Editor

I

f you're like me, you watch awards shows to see what people wear just
as much as to see who wins. And you too may have been cringing (or
singing) when these stars walked down the red carpet at the 45th Annual
Grammy Awards on Feb. 23.

Pink
I'm very supportive of individuality and usually Pink looks great. But
I was horrified when I saw her outfit. It looks like her dog chewed up
her nightie and that's what she
decided to wear.
Note to stars: Do not wear anything
your pet destroyed to an awards
show.

Gwen Stefani (No Doubt)
Gwen Stefani channeled old
Hollywood with her Vivienne
Westwood one-shouldered polka dot
dress. Stefani is a great example of a
star who dresses like an individual
and always gets it right.
Note to stars: Good vintage looks
always make you a standout.

Erykah Badu

Marl< J. TerriiVAP

lndia.Arle won the Best R&B Album Award (for
'Voyage to India') and Best Urban/Alternative
Performance (for her song 'Little Things').

Erykah, Erykah, Erykah! Did you
forget this is the Grarnmys? Badu
looked like she was on her way to a
movie theater or coffee shop and
just stopped by to present an award.
Jeans and a T-shirt may fly at the
MTV Music Video Awards, but are
not appropriate at the Grammys.

Note to stars: Figure out which
awards show you are going to
before you get dressed.

Vanessa (arlton
Carlton looked great in her black
V-neck floor-length dress with several long strands of pearls. The outfit looked strikingly similar to the
one Juliette Binoche wore to the
Oscars a few years ago, but was a
much-improved version.
Note to stars: Learning from and
reworking past fashion flops pays
off

lndla.4rle
India is one of those classically
beautiful women and she proved it
at the Grarnmys. AppeaTing with her
head shaven, Arie explained she had
cut off her dreadlocks as a cleansing. With her new look she joined
the rank of Sinead O'Connor to
becoming one of the few women
who can pull off a bald head. The
only minus was Arie 's flea market
bag.
Note to stars: Never be afraid to let
your true spiritual self shine
through.

Marl< J. TerriiVAP

Pink arrives at Madison Square Garden for
the 45th Annual Grammy Awards on Feb. 23.

Our 104th

Year
Third Gene ration - Same Family Ownership
312-427-5580 - 24 Hour Fax : 312-427- 1898
www.central-camera .com -email : sales@central-camera.com
We're Close, We're Convenient, We're here to Help You! We Open @ 8:30 AM, 6 Days a Week

STUDENTS & FACUL

Get An Exti:'O'

5%

Of~~
.
~

Central Camera
Has Digital!

OUR EVERYDA¥
LOW PRilZES

For 104 Years, Central Camera Has Been The One Stop

On Most SUPPLIES; FILM~
AUDIO, DV, or VIDEO TAPE;

••• Now We Are Your One Stop Source For All Your Digital Photographic Needs

PAPER; CHEMISTRY; TRI·
PODS, FLASH UNITS &
MOST OTHER SUPPUES

Purchases.

AI"!G'fS t.ow Prices On:

• Equipment
• Film
• Photo Papus
Chernic41s
• Digitm Camer<IS
• Digitm InkJet Papers

Source For All Your " Traditional" Photographic Needs ..
We Stock:
• D igital Cameras
• Storage Media
- CompactFiash
- MemoryStick
- MultiMedia
- SmartMedia
- SecureDigital
-XD
• Card Readers
• More

• For The Digital Darkroom
- Pinters
• Epson Inkjet
• Kodak & Olympus Dye Sublimation
- Inks for Epson P inters
- Inkjet Paper
• Bergger • Epson
• IIford • Konica
• Legion • Lumijet
• Tetenal
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INVITE YOU AND A GUEST
TO A SPECIAL SCREENING!

COLUMBIA CHRONICLE
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HE WAS TRAINED TO

HE BECAME A HERO BY D

RESTRICTED

~

UNDER 17 REQUIRES ACCOMPANYING
PARENT OR ADULT GUARDIAN

STRONGWAR VIOLENCE. SOME BRUTALITY,LANGUAGE

·stop by the Chronicle OHtce (Room 20i, Wabash Bulfdlng) ' • ·
and pick up a complimentary pass (good for two) to attend a special screening of

on Thursday, March 6th at the AMC River East 21.
This film Is rated " R" for strong war violence, some brutality and language.
P IIHt lrt I Yiillbtt Whlll IU~Iel 1111 on I flrat-come, l lrl t •l lf'Ytd IMI II. One Pill per pert on.
No purtMN nKtttary. Emptoyee1 of 111 promoUon.l ptrtMft , t.Mir 1genc6M t nd lhott who have recetwd 1 Pill within the 1...1 to

dip''' not ~tgtble.

IN THEATERS FRIDAY, MARCH 7TH!
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Columbia College Chicago Urban Arts Festival

May 22

LL
from graduating senior students
C•SPACES is accepting demo submissions fro~ bands and solo
musical ·artists. Selected artists will be featured at Manifest03
on May 22, 2003 at outdoor sound stages arou.nd campus.

DEM.O SUBMISSION DATE: March

12, 2003

DROP OFF: Hokin Annex, 623 S. Wabash

DEMO SUBMISSION CRITERIA
> At least one member of the group must be
of graduating senior status (the completion of
90 credits o.r more). We prefer that the entire
group be comprised of Columbia students.
> Demo must be on a CD, video or audio tape
and of good sound and/or visual quality.
> Demos must be clearly labeled with the title
of group, contact number and e-mail address.
> Submitted demos will not be returned.

Artists selected will be posted at
the Hokin Annex March 1.4, 2003
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Flatfile documents diversity
By Ana Hrlstova
Staff Writer
Part of the magic of "Press
Pass," "Nightlife" and "Criminal
Possession," three current photography exhibits at Flatfile
Photography Gallery, is the reality captured beyond the photo
frame.
"Press Pass" presents the art
work of photojournalists Scott
Strazzante and Jon Lowenstein
and photographer/author Vaughn
Sills.
"A lot of galleries don't show
photo documentary," said Susan
Aurinko, director of Flat file. " It
is an art and these photographers
are artists, and I don't think that
people see it that way."
Strazzante, an award-winning
Chicago Tribune photojournalist, captures a turning moment in
one family's life after they are
forced to leave their home of
seven decades, when it is purchased by developers in Homer
Township, a small farming community 35 miles southwest of
Chicago.
His photos show small fragments of a larger rural reality. A
final look at a childhood bedroom and a last handshake with
a neighbor-the moments of a
life that is about to change forever.
.
Sills, a Boston-based photographer and author of the book
One Family, has used a similar
approach to reveal the life of a
poor southern community. The
photographs, taken from her
book, tell the story of the Toole
family from rural Georgia. In the
span of 20 years, little girls and
boys grow and have children of
their own, while the dusty and
impoverished
community
around them remains the same.
Accompanying poems and personal interviews from throughout the years compliment the
black-and-white images.
A community of Mexican day
laborers living in Chicago, is
documented in the photographs
of award-winning photojournalist Lowenstein, whose work has
appeared in Time, US News and
•World Report and The New York
Times. Despite the harsh everyday life, there is an optimism
glowing from the images
suggesting not only a different
experience, but also a different

By Michael DesEnfants
Staff Writer

. Angela Simpso!VChronide

Flatfile Assistant Director Aaron Ott poses by the new 'Press Pass' exhibition.
temperament and attitude
toward life.
"They have gotten very
close to their object. They
have developed intimacy
rather than just document-.
ing something," Aurinko
said of the artists adorning
the walls of her gallery.
"They know the stories of
these families. They have
become almost attached to
them."
The arrangement of the
exhibit suggests intimacy,
and with it the artistic value
of documentary photography.
"We didn 't hang the show
in documentary fashion. We
didn' t do it in a chronological order as a newspaper
might do it," Aurinko said.
"We hung the show as art,
looking for a visual connection between one piece and
the next. Both Scott and Jon
told me that it is very hard to
make the leap to fine art if
you are a photojournalist
and I wanted to give them

Do You
Have Acne?
Physicians at Northwestern University's Feinberg
School of Medicine are conducting a
research study of an investigational, topical
medication for the treatment of acne.
The investigational medication combines two
approved medications and will be compared with a
placebo. If you are at least 16 years old and have
facial acne, you may be eligible to participate.
Participants receive all study-related care at no cost
and financial compensation.
Participants will be asked to make 5 visits
over 12 weeks.

Call Today
to Learn More!

312.-503-6227

Last chance
to hit .the ice

~ Northwestern
C:UITIIIIIr CLIIIICAL IIIIIIAIIC:M

680 N LAo ~.,.. 0. SUm 1220
CUICAOO, It 60611

that oppOrtunity."
ing crime photos for about
Chicagoan Philin' Phlash's five of the I 5 years he has
"Nightlife"
and
Aron been in the gallery business,
"Criminal shows how a small section
Packer's
Possession," a collection of of a photograph is somecrime photos, are the other times more important in the
two exhibitions at Flatfile. news business than the
Both try to capture a whole composition.
Strazzante and Lowenmoment rather than tell an
stein will be on hand to talk
individual story.
Phlash has recreated a about their work at a Meet
nightclub atmosphere with the Artists Evening on
his portraits of celebrities March 7, from 6 p.m. to 8
"Press _ Pass,"
and club visitors. From p.m
Roger Ebert and Michael "Nightlife" and "Criminal
Jordan to Yoko Ono and Possession" all run through .
Courtney Love, Phlash has March 14 at the Flatfile
conveyed the spirit of Photography Gallery, ll8
diversity and chaos accom- N. Peoria St. The gallery is
panying a nightclub experi- open Tuesdays through
Saturdays from I0:30 a.m.
ence.
"Criminal Possession" to 6 p.m. For more in forshows another approach in mation call (J I 2) 49 Idocumentary photography. I I90 or visit their website
Packer, who's been collect- at www.jlatfilefoto.c"Om.

Some people complain about the cold
temperatures, while others take advantage of
them. Whether by rolling giant balls of snow
to form snowmen or whipping smaller ones
at friends, winter offers a few activities that
can't be done in the steamy months of summer. And if frolicking in the snow is not
your cup of tea, than perhaps ice-skating is a
better fit.
Strapping on a pair of skates and skating
onto Lake Michigan may not be your best
bet. Fortunately Chicago is lucky to have
numerous skating spots. But time is runnil)g
out. The ice rinks will be closing soon.
One of the city's most well-known rinks is
just down the street at 55 N . Michigan Ave.
What most people call Millennium Park is
also know as McCormick Tribune Ice Rink.
The 76-by-196 foot rink opened Thanksgiving weekend and will stay open, everyday from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., weather permitting, until March 16.
Skate rental is $3. If you have your pwn
skates admission is free.
Although it is one of the more popular
skating rinks in Chicago, rink manager Tom
Pepin said people are not hitting the ice this
year.
"Attendance is down from last year. This
is only our second skating season open so it
is understandable to have the l)Umbe{s
down, but it does get busy on the weekends," Pepin said.
This year has been a lot colder making it
unlikely that people will come out to skate
on the giant block of ice, Pepin added.
Attendance has also slipped at the Daley
Bicentennial Plaza ice rink, 337 E.
Randolph St., according to rink employee
Tom Lynch.
"It has been quiet here, everyone goes to
Millennium Park," Lynch said.
Daley Bicentennial Plaza will also remain
open until March 16.
This is the last chance to hit the ice before
winter's over and the rinks begin closing.
One of the city's biggest rinks, Riis ~·
6100 W. Fullerton Ave., has already close'd.
So, strap on those skates and enjoy winter
while it is still here.
For more information on these ice rinks or
any ofthe nine Chicago Park District rinks,
visit www.chicagoparkdistrict.com or call
(3 I 2) 742-PLAY.
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Spend the summer
changing a child's
perspectlve of the

we> rid.
Now hiring a Video Specialist:
Bring your talent and experience to Camp Chi
this summer. Teach kids ages 9 to 16 the creative
and technical aspects of video production. Chi's
professional studios are set in a fun, camp
environment that inspires creative work.
• Produce and edit camper videos
• Tralp campers in camera operation,
editing, sound, storyboarding, lighting,
production and special effects

Apply on-line at www.campchl.com or
call 847.272.2301 to request an application
Camp Chi Is the co-M/ omnlght camp of the JCCs of.Chicago locatMI
In the Wisconsin Oslls. Clmp runs from mid Ju,...mld August.

..Aolt.

(
~
CAMP CHI

1\IOOio'o¥ pllid ll"'de.pe.l"'de."-¥ oo¥...dy poooiiQiH4-ie.o! - - - -

Great salary I Cool people I Unbeatable experience
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The Department olllberal Education and the Olllce of the Dean of Liberal Arts and Sciences in
collaboration With the Columbia Chronicle, the Journalism Department, and the Art & Design Department announce:
The Paula Pfeffer & Cheryl Johnson-Odim

POLITIC"L
C"RTOON CONTE./"T
for all students of Columbia College Chicago
) I

car-toon:
A drawing or caricature
• a newspaper or
1n
. ' ·p·erioCiica'l; espe'cia'lly1 .. '
one intended to aHect
opinion as to some

$'. .;L<,.,,.t;--·

Two $300 first prizes, two $100 second p zes and
two $1 00 third prizes
wi ll be awarded in each of two categories, single panel cartoons and multiple panel cartoons. The six winning cartoons
will be selected by a jury, which wi ll include faculty from various departments, a student and a professional cartoonist.
Submitted cartoons must be drawn or printed (if composed on a computer) in black ink on 81 /2 x I 1 white paper. lnclude
name, address, phone and student ID number on back of entry.
Send submissions to: Political Cartoon Contest
C/0 Teresa Prados-Torreira
Libe•·al
Education Depa rtment
COLUMH IA
CHRON
IC
LE
Columble Collet:• Chk:IICO
624 S. Michigan, 900A
--- ~

-~-

Deadline tor sub111issions: Monday, March 10th
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Crossword
ACROSS

1 Ballplayer

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS America's #1
Student Travel Tour Operator Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free
Information/Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com

Garciaparra
6 Pod contents

10 Linus of lod<s
14 "Lovey Childs"
author

15 Actress Archer
16 Haley or Trebek
17 Person of
property
19 Musical symbol
20 Stimulation
21 Crickellargets
23 Roman tyrant
24 Money paid for
unpublished
work
26 Crude shelter
28 Recolor
29 R iver of Hades
33 More relaxed
36 Removes wnh
caution
38 Debt letters
39 Prevarication
4 t Pocket-watch
accessory
42 Author Deighton
43 Greek letters
46 Mother _ of
Calcutta
48 PC operators
49 Scoffer's
comment
51 McKellen 's 11t1e
52 Long journeys
55 Mouth off
58 Of lhe morning
61 "Raging Bull"
boxer
63 S911ern
tributary
64 Passion arouser
66 Yao of the
Rod<els
67 Adolescent
68 Make amends
69 Yard-sale
warning words
70 Fruity drinks
71 Skin cream
DOWN
1 Fastballer Ryan

2 Chicago airport
3 Seat of an
eS1ale
4 D1fficun

***ACT NOWI Guarantee the best spring break prices' South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Florida &Mardigras.
TRAVEL FREE, Refos Needed,EARN$$$.
Group Discounts r 6+
1-888-THINK SUN (1888-844-6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day potential Local
Positions 1-800-293-3985 ext. 260
APARTMENT FOR RENT 45th and Union Newly remodeled 6
room-2 bedroom, includes new appliances. Good area! Fenced \
yard and close -to schools and church . $575 we run credit check-no
section 8. 773-255-3458
5 Cheers from the
bleachers
6 Lacking vitality
7 Finish
8 1971 Matthau

movie
9 Base for a letter
10 Bronx nine
11 Cosmetic
ingredient
12 R1ga resident
13 Former
spouses
18 _Ridge, TN
22 Sulawes1
25 Potash
27 Squeals
30 Indulgence
31 Tints
32 Sicilian spouter
331n _ of
34 Klutz's comment
35 _ Grande
37 Rummy
40 Circled l1ke a
saint
44 Washington and
John
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45 Droop
4 7 Italian dish
50 Hunt and
Reddy
53 Crimean resort
54 Gullible person
56 Scree element

57 More rational

58 Cradle call
59 Rara _
60 Morrison or
Braxton

62 Castle defense
65 Two-finger sign

PLACE A CLASSIFIED
AD TODAY! ONLY 25
CENTS PER WORD WITH
A $5 MINIMUM. CALL
312-344-7432 FOR
MORE INFORMATION.
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Valet Parking Attendant- Great Pay and Flexible Hours. Work in
fun atmospheres,nightclubs,restaurants,and hotels. Full and Part
time hours. 847-670-0871
Experienced professional secretary available for typing , proof
reading, re-works, etc. Call 708-647-8673; 773-610-4215 (cell) or
email: janisbiz@yahoo.com.
Visit: www.finestwheat.com/janisbiz.html. Good rates/fast turn
around. (References available)
South Loop spacious one bedroom loft. Hardwood floors, WID in
unit, indoor parking, fireplace, granite counters, balcony, Jacuzzi
tub. $209,500. SRC:Ross, 773-575-5098
Lifeguards wanted for 2003 Summer In North Myrtle Beach No
experience necessary Apply www.nsbslifeguards.com
JOIN THE WAR ON CRIME! LADIES, DONT GET CAUGHT
OUT IN THE DARK ALONE! PROTECT YOURSELF!
WWW.SIGNALZERODEFENSE.COM SIGNAL ZERO DEFENSE
SPRINGHILL, FL. 34606 352-279-0349
Are you buildipg your dreaD:! or someone else's? .Own your
own business. No inventory, no telemarketing. KAentoring/training
provided. We're looking for key business minded individuals
to partner with. Are you willing to work harder for yourself then
for someone else. Change your family tree. 404-218-7714.
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PARIS Po r
EURAIL PASSES Prom

$249

HIP HOTELS Prom

$18

(domestic and international)

*

eHplora north america
USA • CANADA • HAWAII
backpacking, c~uises, t;ou~s and mo~e
\

.
...........
--
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GET AS MUCH AS $23,000*
IN COUEGE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE•

PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
Earn $8.50 per hour, with Increases of 50¢ after 90 days and 50¢ after one year
Weekends & Holidays Off • Weekly Paychecks • Consistent Work Schedule
Paid Vacations • Excellent Benefits (Medical/Life & 401 K)

E'G G DONORS
NEEDED

NORTHBROOK

PALATINE

ADDISON

2525 Shermer Road
(Shermer & Willow Rds.)
Ph: 847-480~788

21 00 N. Hicks Road
(Hicks & Rand Rds.)
Ph: 847-705-6025

100 S. Lombard Road
(Army Trail & Lombard Rds.)
Ph: 63~28-3737

To inquire about part-time Package Handler opportunities,
please call our facilities direct or cail our 24 hour jobline at:

1·888·4UPS-JOB • Access Code: 4417
(Este servicio telef6nico esta disponible en espanol)

G ive th e g ift o f life t o a n inferti le couple
LUCRATIVE COMPENSATION for qualified individuals!

• Special need for Caucasian donors
• College educated preferred
• Between the ages of 20-30
• Completely anonymous

847.656.8733
'£•
•1

..

Y"
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t

1
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For More Information

cmod

tnfo@cgg4 1 1 com

The Cent er fo r Egg Opttons lllmots, llC
www cgg4 11 .com

Unde rgro ~!l.~chif~f~n,
Mon. -Thurs. 8-6, Fri. 8-3

this week,s specials:
Hot Wings & Roasted Potatoes $3.75
Cream ·of Potato Soup In a Bread Bowl
optional bacon, cheddar cheese, green onions $3.75
Hot Turkey Sandwich mashed potatoes, gravy, vegetable $4.00

Soups:

Monday - Southwestern Chicken Vegetable, Tuesday -Turkey Wild Rice,
Wednesday - Vegetable Beef, Thursday - Corn Chowder

We have Fried Chicken, Mashed Potatoes & Gravy and Black Bean Burgers e

"~

I$ I

~
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CAPS celebrates 10th anniversary
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0 Community policing program
looks to get more people involved
By Angela Caputo
Contributing Editor
Mayor Richard M. Daley announced Feb. 25 after
winning his fifth term for mayor of Chicago that reducing crime is among his top priorities while in office.
Daley and Police Superintendent Terry Hillard said
they stand firm behind CAPS, a I0-year-old tool for
curbing crime, in a public statement released in
February.
CAPS became synonymous with the city and police
department in 1995 when it was adopted citywide.
Logos began to appear on marked cars and police uniforms as the city institutionalized the project.
The policing strategy aims to bridge a gap between
police and community.
Crime issues are localized by dividing the city's 25
police districts into 170 residential beats where neighbors can get together in monthly meetings to interface
with police, look at crime patterns and devise strategies
to solve them.
Commemorating the I Oth anniversary of the program, civic groups and commun ity policing experts
weighed in on how effective they believe the program
has been in making communities safer.
More than 60 percent of Chicagoans knew about beat
meetings, but only 14 percent reported attending at least
one meeting per year, according to a report released by

the Institute for Policy Res~arch at Northwestern
University.
Critics say thai residents don' t attend because they
feel like it's a police meeting they are looking at instead
of a community forum.
.
"[CAPS takes] the community out of community
policing," sa id Cheryl Chukwu, executive director of
the Chicago Alliance for Neighborhood Safety. The
alliance crafted the first community-policing initiative
in 1991, which was adopted in part by the city.
Chukwu said that CAPS breaks up natural community ties by dividing communities into rigid geographic
boundaries determined by police.
"People attend CAPS meetings now as individuals
and not as a group," she said. "And it is making it ineffective .. . breaking down community collaboration."
Proponents argue this is not true. Vance Henry, director of CAPS, said "community people have increased in
participation, resulting in the expansion of the CAPS
program."
The office was unable to furnish statistics about participation. A representative said the office did not retain
such records.
Bridging police and minority resident relations is
among the project's top priorities, according to the 2!)02
Northwestern based report Taking Stock: Community
Policing in Chicago. However, "CAPS has not benefited all of Chicago's diverse population ... despite a [multicultural) marketing campaign," the report said.
Researchers found that "police approval ratings rose
from S I to 61 percent among whites; from 24 to 40 percent among blacks; and from 31 to 46 percent among
Latinos," over the course of the project evaluation
which began in 1995.

Although confidence grew among each ethnic group,
the gap between whites and minorities remained IS to
20 percentage points.
"Less than half of blacks and Latinos still approved
[of police response)," researchers reported.
Disproportionate arrest rates of minorities in Chicago
may be a factor in the lack of community confidence.
In 2000, 47 African-Americans and 16 Latinos were
arrested per 1,000 residents, in comparison with only
five whites, according to a Chicago Reporter analysis of
census data.
Additionally, predominately white communities have
shown the highest rates of reduction in crime over the
past two years, according to an annual Chicago Police
Department report.
It is not clear if the CAPS program is responsible for
a reduction in crime in Chicago over the past decade,
researchers said.
The decline in crime began before the introduction of
CAPS despite a downturn in the .economy in the early
1990s, they noted.
However, the Daley ;md Hillard administrations said
they have confidence in the program and are counting
on it to help bring down Chicago's homicide rate.
Two-thirds of Chicago police districts report a
decline in homicide rates over the past year.
Only five districts have increased homicide rates:
Four of which are on the West Side and one on the
South Side.
"We have intensified our work in Operation Clean
Slate," Henry said. "Patrols [have been] intensified in
the areas where we see spikes in aggravated assaults.
We are asking the community and the police to step up
and be the eyes and ears of the police."

Winning Columbia student design to herald festival
0 Film major's art work to grace
posters for April 's Chicago Latino
Film Festival
By Jennifer Golz
Staff Writer
The winning design for the 19th Chicago Latino
Film Festival will find its place on nearly every publicity piece for the April event-on posters, film trailers, T-shirts and advertisements. Jose Reynaldo
Delgado Roman, a Columbia student, said his native
Puerto Rico served as inspiration for the design- an
animated, tropical-colored spool camera.
• "The pictures in Puerto Rico are simple," said
Roman. "So I designed a simple poster that everyone
can understand. The camera is a universal symbol."
Roman, who is also the president of the Columbia
student group Filmarte, said he used an art movement
that started in the late 1940s in Puerto Rico as his creative influence. He focused on simple typographies
with color and a lot of empty space.
This is Roman's third year competing in the poster
contest, which began in 1996. The last two years, he

"The design itself was not only a good one, but [it)
has been the runner-up. He said, " It was a surprise
defines Latino history," said Barbara Scharres, director
because I was expecting second place."
With a bachelor's degree in theate~ from Puerto of programming for the Gene Siskel Film Center and a
Rico, Roman moved to Chicago less than three years judge at the competition.
"The winning design needs to be able to promote all
ago. He is currently working toward a second bachelor's degree in fi lm at Columbia while operating his forms of media," said Vidal. "[Roman's] design is perfect, because it is reminiscent of old cinema. It_ was a
own graphics studio, El Sujeto.
Initially, Roman planned to move to Cuba or Spain, simple and clean design. The colors used popped out
but he said he found it too difficult to obtain work because of the simplicity."
Roman's design "brought everything together," said
without knowledge of the film industry. He describes
it as being a jungle experience, transitioning between Cesar Sanchez, another contest judge from Video
two different cultures. "I didn't know it was so cold," Machete, an activist group that aims to expand community involvement with the media. "He has taken
he said.
Upon graduation, Roman hopes to look toward everything global into a local setting," Sanchez said.
Along with the recognition of the winning design,
another city, or possibly another country, where he
would like to continue his education while learning Roman will receive $500, festival passes and tickets to
opening night on April 4.
about different cultures.
The festival, established in 1984, honors the best in
As for now, Roman's design will be advertised in
newspapers, on the Internet and through mailings, Latin American cinema and screens more than 100
according to Veronica Vidal, public relations manager films from the region.
Sponsored by Columbia and the International Latino
for the International Latino Cultural Center of
Chicago. She sail~ this year's turnout far exceeded past Cultural Center of Chicago, the event runs April 4-16
in several theaters across the city. Columbia students
years.
Seven judges collaborated for several hours, as they receive a discount off the price of admission with a stuconsidered more than 120 entrieS. Submissions dent ID.
For more information on the 19th Chicago Latino
ranged from sculptures to actual paintings, to murals
Film Festival, visit www.latinoculturalcenter.org.
and graphic designs.

OFF the BLOTTER
An ad of vandalism was reported on Feb. 20 when someone allegedly stopped
up a bathroom sink on the seventh floor of 33 E. Congress Parkway, according to
Director of Campus Safety Martha Meegan.
An elevator in the 600 S. Michigan Ave. building stopped between the first and
second floor on Feb. 2S, Meegan said. One student was let out unharmed.
A SIOO,OOO bond was s~ on Feb. 24 for a homeless man charged in connection
with the sexual a~sault of a teenage girl at the llarold Washington Library.
Stanford Bridy, 27, allegedly forced an eiahth·grade girl who was study ina at the
library to perform a sex act after leading her to a secluded urea.
Pofiec uy he alleged ly threatened the girl by telling her that he had a gun.
IJridy was taken into custody on Feb. 24 and Is scheduled to appear In court on
March 14, according to the Cook County Clerk.
• On Peb, I H. a delivery truck was reported robbed In the 600 block of South
State Strut, ihc theft of S300 IJt under wAJ reported at 4:Sl a.m.
•

Criminal dam•i"' to Jones Magnet School wM rcportlld by pollco

on Feb. 17 at 4 p.m.
•
Suspected narcotics were discovered on a CTA bus on tho 600 bloelt of
South State Street on Feb. IS at 12:53 p.m.
• Also, an assault occurred In the 600 block of South State Street on Feb. IS.
The incident was reported by police at II :49 a.m.
•
Two acts of criminal property damage occurred on the 600 and 800 bloclts
of South Federal Streets. The tirst was reported by pollee on feb. llat 8:46p.m.
and the second on Feb. 17 at 4:50 a.m.
•
A simple assault oecurred In the parklna lot on East Balbo Drive on Feb.
13 . Pollee reported tho Incident at 8:30a.m.

Compl/ttl through datu provldltd by til• CIIICOfO Poltc. ~tluftt.
Columbia~ Stiftty afld Stc11rlty Dltport~tttllt altd tlllt C~ Co~ Cl•rh c
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Spertus expands next door
0 New facilities slated for
construction in the summer of
2004

By Michael Comstock
Staff Writer
Not long after the construction on the new
University Center of Chicago (aka "superdorm") is finished, Columbia students will have to deal w ith more
construction near campus.
Starting in the summer of 2004, the Spertus Institute
of Jewish Studies plans to build a new facility on South
Michigan Avenue. The new building, which officials
sa id could top out at 150,000 square feet, will be sandwiched between Spertus' current location at 6 18 S,
Michigan Ave. and Columbia's 600 S. Michigan Ave.
building. The site is currently owned by the institute
and acts as a small sculpture garden.
" We feel that in today's world there's a growing need
for the study and understanding of religion and culture," said Ellie Sandler, director of commun ications
for the Spertus Institute. According to Sandler, the current building does not have the ability to support the
state-of-the-art technology needed to serve students
and visitors. Sandler also said the current space is inadequate for the museum's collections of art and artifacts,
the library's collection of books, music and film, and
materials in the Chicago Jewish Archives.
"We are functioning at full capacity in our current location, and so we' re limited in the ways we can creatively
grow to serve Chicago and the region," Sandler said.

While construction in the area has been a hassle for
Columbia students and faculty as of late, Sandler said
the Spertus Institute w ill try to remai n good neighbors
with the Columbia community. Sandler added that
there will likely be scaffolding-like in front of the
Michigan Avenue side of the Blackstone Hotel--during renovation, which will allow pedestrians normal
use of the sidewalk.
Bert Gall, executive vice president of Columbia
agrees. "Spertus is a well run organization. I am sure
they wi ll get quality contractors and construction crew
to do the job," Gall said. "There will be an unascertainable amount of noise and vibration, which is
inev itable, but we always had good neighbor relationships with them."
And that neighborly role extends to the Spertus construction. Ken McHugh, president of the Educational
Advancement Fund, the nonprofit group that is constructing the "Superdorm," has joined the Spertus
Institute as the internal project manager of the project.
Plans for the new building, other than new-andimproved facilities for the college, museum and
library, will be a performing arts facility and a cafe.
"We anticipate these features in particular will be
beneficial amenities for our neighbors," Sandler said.
"The end product will be a wonderful addition to the
neighborhood."
This spring the Spertus Institute will name the architect for the project.
"A design wil l need to be created and approved
before construction begins," Sandler said. " And
because this block is part of the new South Michigan
Hi~toric District, our plans will require approval by the
hi storic commission. Our goal is to open in 2006."

Around Chicago
took
feat for a crew with }ust two dozen or so
So it's a sad state of atfairs when the
newspaper in the state can1t grab a little respect here and .
there, even from those on the 13th floor.
The secret is the Chronicle staff is consistently the
hardest-working group of folks I know. They are .
supremely devoted. They put in unnatural, stress-filled
hours. They wade through the catacombs of Columbia's
bureaucracy on a daily basis. Reams of original material are created. Theytum out a paper every week without .
fail-showillll: up at work weeks.before the start of the
semester in both the fall and Spring. And I've ne.ver
; beart;l anyone really complain.
.So
simple
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clientele and clutter the street.
"The CTA found this surpris ing
since many of the employees and
customers of the Michigan Avenue
businesses are likely among · the
more than 160,000 daily CTA customers that travel in that Michigan
Avenue corridor," said CTA
spokesperson Robyn Ziegler.
Individual merchants were reluctant to speak, referring matters to
the Greater North Michigan Avenue
Association who also did not comment on the issue.
Despite the opposition, 15 of the
16 bus stops along North Michigan

Avenue received new shelters.
Merchants were told that if they did
not want a new bus shelter in front
of their store, an annual compensation fee must be paid to JCDecaux.
Mayor Daley said it would be
"quite a hefty sum."
"If it's making money for the
city, it's a good thing," said Don
Brown, a daily CTA bus patron.
" I live in Uptown, and we don't
think we wiII ever get any of them
because we don't think we' re
upscale enough to be able to get
these things," he said.
The Campaign for Better Transit,

in conj unction with the CTA, is looking into neighborhoods that would
like JCDecaux's "street furniture."
"The bus shelters are a benefit to
CTA customers, but they have been
provided through a street furniture
contract that was between the city
of Chicago and the JCDecaux company. So, our customers are the
beneficiaries," Ziegler said.
To accompany the new bus shelters, Mayor Daley announced Feb.
11 that the CTA will upgrade its
bus fleet with 226 new accordionstyle buses along high traffic
routes.

Line transfer tunnel located at State
and Jackson streets officia lly
opened and has not had any major
renovations since, McCarthy said .
"It's going to be really nice,"

Ziegler said, and the tunnel will
also be "tota lly upgraded" with new
lighting, new tiles, and customer
assistance features as well as security cameras.

CTA
ConUnued from Back Page
and is one of two 24-hour operating
trains.
It was always intended to connect with the Blue Line, McCarthy
said. In 195 1, the Blue Line/Red

' ·,..!

Haithcock wins by narrow margin
Kevin McCann, 26, who lives in the 40th
precinct of Haithcock's ward, said he hopes the
alderman will focus on commercial development in the ward.
McCann said what the South Loop needs is
more businesses and casual places for young
By Angela Caputo
urban professionals to hang out at.
Following the E2 nightclub disaster in the 2nd
Contributing Editor
Ward on Feb. 17, Haithcock was criticized for
not
responding publicly to the tragedy.
After a shaky campaign, A ld. Madeline
"The results of the election seem to show that
Haithcock of the 2nd Ward evaded a run-off ·
election by a margin of just 336 votes. The Feb. citizens don't think [E2] is an issue," said con25 election was the first following the 200 I stituent Mike Sturino, 36, a member of the
remapping of Chicago's wards that placed Historic Printer 's Row Neighbors organization.
Haithcock refused to discuss the nightclub
Columbia's campus in Haithcock' s ward.
''This election is only the beginning. The hard stampede that left 21 people dead.
Voters turned out in record low numbers in
work does not end here," Haithcock told her
supporters on election night at campaign central Chicago on Feb. 25. Only a third of registered
voters came out to re-elect incumbents
at 118 E. Cermak Road.
Haithcock told a crowd of supporters in her Haithcock and Mayor Richard M. Daley.
This election was among the lowest voter
acceptance speech that the western side of the
ward-which she won narrowly-was the great- turnouts in the city's history, according to the
Chicago Board of Elections Commission.
est challenge of her campaign.
Partly to blame for low voter turnout was
Haithcock' s staff said they were unsure of the
abysmally cold weather; it was one of the coldalderman's agenda for the upcoming term.
" I don't know what her priorities are," said est February days in Illinois history.
Poll watcher Nassor Zarif said he thinks peoLeonard Evans, a staff member in Haithcock's
ple didn't come out to vote because they weren't
office. "I can only imagine."
excited
by the candidates, who most considered
Campaign manager Thomas Grey said the
Haithcock administration 's primary goal was to shoe-ins.
" In a lot of elections you can feel the tension."
"kick some ass," then refused to give an interview to the Chronicle, saying, "What did you do Zarif said. "You dido ' t feel it in this election."
Evans said he saw a lot of skepticism from
to earn an interview?"
Grey said because Columbia students did not voters at polling places. He said they were comhand out fliers during the campaign, he would plaining that the election was just "politics as
usual."
not answer further questions.
Despite the small showing, Daley swept the
Meanwhile, the alderman said her top priority
citywide
race, earning 78 percent of the vote.
for the ward is "to keep up economic developHe
carried all 50 wards, including the 2nd,
ment for small businesses."
She was unwilling to discuss which area of with 70 percent of the votes cast, according to
the ward she is currently working with busi- the Chicago Board of Elections Commission.
Overall, Daley captured more votes in this
nesses to spur growth, and would not comment
election than in any of his four previous camon any of the other goals of her administration.
paigns.
"I'm too tired," Haithcock said.

0 Local alderman reveals lit tle about future plans for ward
on election night

Bus shelter controversy
leaves commuters cold
0 CTA customers say they are
satisfied with plan, despite
cont ract quest ions
By Jay Goldlust
Staff Writer
The city of Chicago, striking a deal last November
with the French company JCDecaux to build approximately 2,200 new bus shelters for the CTA, estimaleS to make $300 million over the next 20 years.
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Chlctgo COI'IIIIIUitrl IWI" • Mlchlg~n Avenue but
In one of the city' • new but thtlttre.

JCDecaux won the rights over four other bidders to pay the city to build and maintain their bus
shelters in return for advertising revenues projected at nearly $800 million. JCDecaux specializes
in outdoor advertising facilities such as billboards, newspaper stands, and information kiosks
they collectively call "street furniture."
The city's formal request proposal, issued by
the Department of Purchases, Contracts and
Supplies, outlines the call for "street furniture" so
as to " provide the residents and visitors of
Chicago with the amenities that encourage a vital
and acti vc street life and to increase the comfort
and liability of our city."
David E. Malone, chief procurement officer for
the City of Chicago Department of Procurement
Services, said the "street furniture" program is
being implemented at no cost to the taxpur.ers.
However, the city must foot the electricity ball to
light the shelters and rotate the advertising every
few seconds.
" I like them ; I think they' re nice. They do block
the wind, which is nice in Chicago und,lf it 's ruining or snowing, they do hnvc 11 roof," said Jenny
Bluckull while wuitin¥ for her bus nt Michigan
Avenue and Superior Street.
·nae shelters hnve scats t>ut no hent.
Howe ver, the lucrutlvc deul is taking lluk umid
ullcgntluns thnt pollt icul clout lnllucnccd tho
ugrccmcnt.
Luwycr Ocry Chico, Mayor Onley's former
chlc r uf stuff 1111d l'tlrmcr president of the Chlcui!O
Bourd ur Educutlun. lnltlully re presented
JCIJccnu~ throu11h the Chlcu11o-huscd lnw llnn.
Altheimer & Oruy.
Mcrchu11ts nlon11 the Mul!nlllccnt Milo opposed
the doul, snyinl! tho hns shelters will obstruct
sturcrrwlls. ultcr r cdcstrlnn l1ow llllll wnlk· ln
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Presidential push

Nexl<e<ler~

Chicago's Carol Moseley-Braun, who earlier this montt)
announced her White House bkl, meets with R~
University students.
~

Red Line reliib
on schedule
0 Ren ovation project com pletion set
for end of 200 3
By Kristen Glanfortune
Staff Writer

The
Chicago
Transit
Authority has a multibillion
dollar construction project
underway to rehab its Red Line,
according to officinls. To avoid
disturbing the regular schedule
for commuters, the CTA has
tuken concrete steps to make the
effort seamless.
"They' re working on it in
sections," CTA spokcswomnn
Robyn Ziegler snid. "The entire
project is on time and on budget."
Onu ~hose of the project, t.hc
renovation of thu Bluu Line/Red
Line trnnsfor tunnel nt Jnckson,
wu~ reopened Feb. 3. Tlu: $16.Q
million projec t hcgun In Junu
2002, nnd wns complctud on
sch~:dulc nml within budl!tt,
nccordlng to
TA spokoswonuan Anno McCurthy. The
now tunm.llnow hM better lil!ht·
lng und new llnorln11. llllll)lll!
other IUncnltJcs, which crentcs u
Mfor cnvlmtuncnt , M~C'nrthy

sulll.
The f'TA hns nlsu 1'\'UIIl'lll'lln

Red Line entrance at State
Street and Congress Parkway
that has been closed for about
20 years, so construction workers can transport equipment to
the platform without disturbing
passengers, Ziegler said.
Red Line renovations are
ongoing, and part of the CTA's
capital improvement plan,
which constitutes $539 million-58 percent-of its 2003
budget proposal. In 1999, the
CTA spent 30 ~t of its
budget on cnpttal improvements. The CTA has also
received funding for the project
from the Federal Transit
Administrntion, the Illinois
Department of Transportation
und the Illinois First Program.
Figures for 2002 showing
thnt the CTA's ride~ip
lnrrenscd for the fifth l'Oltsecutlvc ycnr, with 11 0.5 pcm:nt
incrcusc from 2001 . About 457
million people tt\l'Cl the CTA

unmmlly,

uvm~&lng l .~

n\.lllloo

trnln rides on Scvt\n mils 11nd
14.1 hus l'llutcs cvr:ry \V\\d'titl)'.
IICl't>rtlh~t~ll> the CTA's \vt\b.\lte,
The RC\1 Lh~t\ the CTA's busl~st
tmln line, Is 1111 lntegml ptUt of
t'hk llgll's ruhlk trnn\dt system.
thl' s~·nnlllnl'\lt'St In the l'OOIItry

